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WEATHER FORECAST
Snow in the North Portion
night or Sunday
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If you Read It
in Th Optic, It's So
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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, MARCH 4, 191 1

IOO

MEXICO OF STATE HOOD

SENATOR OWEN,- DEMOCRAT,

ANDREWS TELLS CONGRESS QUITS PRESIDENT CALLS DAILEY RESIGNS

OKLAHOMAN CONDUCTS FILIBUSTER

OF

AT LAST MOMENT AND THE SENATE

FAILS TO APPROVE CONSTITUTION

FRIENDS

BATTLED

BUT

HARD

VAIN

IN

Chagrined at Way His Colleagues Voted,
Bailey of Texas Resigns Self
Temporarily Delayed
-- Government

DIX ADVISES

DEFEAT OF

BATTLE

THAT

ENDED

EXTRA SESSION

AS MEMBER OF

SCENES

OF CONGRESS

SENATE

MADE TEXAS STATESMAN ANGERED BY
WAS
CLOSING HOURS MARKED BY THE ANNOUNCEMENT
ACTION OF HIS COLLEAGUES
THIS AFTERNOON FROM THE
PASSAGE OF SEVERAL IMON STATEHOOD
HOUSE
WHITE
BILLS
PORTANT

DISAS-

TROUSLY FOR NEW MEXICO,
BEGAN AT MIDNIGHT

LEGISLATORS

BAILEY FIRED THE FIRST GUN
New York, March. 4. A statement
on
the
from Governor John A. Dix,
senatorial situation, in which he says TEXAN CALLED UP RESOLUTION
"events have demonstrated the Im' APPROVING CONSTITUTION
eleo
' AND FATHERED IT
possibility of his (Sheehan's)
tion," and advising the 'democratic
members of the legislature "to im
mediately proceed in the joint as- OWEN WAS ITS ARCH ENEMY
sembly to ballot as jour conscience
and the wi.l of your constituents may
IF NEXT SESSION DON'T APPROVE
dictate," was received and made pubORGANIC LAW, WE BECOME
lic here last night. "The present unA STATE
of
precedented and divided condition
the party's councils in regard to the
choice of a senator, are preventing
the exercise of the constitutional duty
(By W. H. Andraws.)
which rests upon the legislature," he
Washington, March 4. Sena- - f'
tor Dillingham, of the senate
declares. He adds that he therefore
now feels' that he may property ad t- committee on territories, report- ed House Joint Resolution No.
vise the legislature to end the dead
.
lock.
f 295, approving the constitution f
of New Mexico, to the senate at :f
Owen of
Senator
midnight.
PANIC IN LEGISLATURE
At 1:30
objected.
Oklahoma,
f
Montgomery, Ala., March 4. A
o'clock this morning. Senator 4
false alarm called the Montgomery
Bailey of Texas, called up the
Are department last nigjit at 8 o'clock
resolution anil "aiade a strong
The house was f speech in favor b..ic followed
to the state capitol.
in the midst of a debate on the liquor
by Senators HoVhurn of Idaho,,
and
regulation bill, when some one shout 4- - Lodge of Massachusetts,
.
Senator
ted that the capitol was on fire. Then
Clapp of Min'-wtaand
om-JWa.i- f
b much confusion and the tlcbau
M ttooro'cUwk
n hour.
fnib wart (mxmI on it mi 11
vi for half
rocees
, tooit ; a.
lewned that there wu
The senate
Wtan it
until 7. At that hour the sen- no fire the legislators returned to the
ate adjourned until 8 o'clock, in
hall and resumed the night session.
to end the legislative day
order
f
and begin March 4.
At 8:30 tile senate passed the
tarilf board commission bill.
About 10:30 Senator xoung oi
4- Iowa, called ud
the resolution
GIVEN GOOD JOB again and made a strong speech
f for it. After that Senator Owen
again took the floor and stated. f
WILLIAM WARNER OF MISSOURI
that he would let nothing pass,
APPOINTED MEMBER OF ORDthat he would not allow the sun- - tBOARD
NANCE
dry civil conference report on
the postoffice and postroads bill
to pass the senate, unless con- 4. Senator
March
Washington,
was given, the Ari- sideration
William Warner, of Missouri, whose
zona
constitution, which had not f
term expired today, was appointed
received in Washing- - f
been
yet
by the president today, to be the civiton. He agreed to surrender the
lian member of the board of ordnance
floor, If the senate would at- f
and fortifications, vice Thomas J.
Arttach the approval of the
Hendricks, deceased. The senate con- f zona
not
was
which
constitution,
f
firmed the appointment.
and
f a part of Resolution No. 295,vote
4-ever
the
which
way
f said that
went for that, he would abide
PEARY HONORED BY CONGRESS
Washington, March 4. The plans f- by the decision,
Senator Owen fully expected
of the friends of Captain Robert K f
to have that carried light off,
Peary to secure congressional recognition of his polar achievements f but Senator Bailey, with several
progressed rapidly yesterday after- f other democrats, voted against
all the
noon, when the house, by a vote of f the Arizona rider, as did
it was
and
republicans,
senate
amended
an
154 by 34, passed
f regular
down 45 to 39 and f
voted
bill according him honors. The oriended the battle for state- ginal senate bill authorized the presi- f that
hood.
dent to appoint Peary a rear admiral
Both houses adjourned shortly
In the navy, to be carried as an addinoon sine die. Our position
after
tional number in grade, and to place
In the event that the f
is
.that
at
retired
highthe
him upon the
list
Is not disapproved
constitution
est pay in the grade. The' house
next
the
regular session of
at
amended this so as to authorize the
will come In, as
we
president to place him on the retired f congress,
has already approv- the
president
f
list of the corps of civil engineers,
our constitution. This te the f
with the rank of rear admiral, to date f ed
situation.
exact
from April 6, 19069, so as to ten
did our best and went
We
f
der the thanks, of congress "For his
defeat with colors fly-to
down
Arctic explorations resulting In reach f
tag.
ing the north pole."
,

AMIDTURBULENT

STATEHOOD

t

Based His Fight On Plea That
Arizona Should Come in at
the Same Time

CITY EDITION

OTHER MEASURES FAILTOPASS APRIL 4TH IS THE DATE SET HIS TERM NOT UP UNTIL 1913
AMONG THOSE WAS RECIPROCITY
AGREEMENT AND SULLOWAY
LEGISLATION
PENSION

..

Immediate statehood for New Mexico
Washington, March
was made impossible by the action of the senate in the closing
It was Senator Robert
congress, today.
hours of the Sixty-firs- t
of
L Owen, democrat, of Oklahoma, who robbed the territory
MexNew
of
admission
the
He
opposed
of
of
admission
also
the
without
senators,
two
ico with
republican
the
offset
to
Arizona, with two democratic senators,
this afaccomplishad Us purpose. It was asserted
His filibuster
mean
not
does
this
morning
ternoon that the action of the senate
President
Mexico cannot be admitted by the action of
the-boo-

the ArUona corvtt..um
tlent mignt dtoaiPJro-for the recall ot Judicial officer.

Yjecrnvm

ot

Uio

pro-vlBlo- n

SPEAKER-ELEC-

LEADS

CHAMP

T

IN

OVATION

VETERAN

for the proposition was voted
Washington, March 4. After a pro- session,
,wn is to 29. and the fact stood
longed filibuster by Senator Owen,
in the mazes of a parliamentary
the senate this morning defeated forth
meant principal
statehood for New Mexico and Ari- tangle, that the vote,
the
for
disapproval of the Arizona
Senator Owen insisted he ly
zona.
constitution, had also carried with it
would not allow a vote on the New tiiB
of state
tpmnorarv dlsaDOTOval
Mexico constitution, which put two hood for New Mexico.
republican senators In the senate,
In the main the vote for the resolu
Arito
statehood
tion was cast by democrats, and
without also giving
two against by republicans, but there
zona, from which new state
were exceptions. The republicans
come.
democratic senators would
in the affirmative were:
It developed that In voting to de- voting
BEVERIDGE
feat the coupling of Arizona and New
BORAH
Mexico statehood, the senate had deBOURNE

feated the ratification of the
Mexico constitution as well.

New

BRISTOW

.

.

BROWN

BURKETT
CLAPP

Repeatedly and with great emphasis the Oklahoma senator stated
be would not permit the entry of two
.

CUMMINS
DIXON

republican senators from New Mexico, unless they were offset by two
democratic senators from Arizona, and
finally he forced a vote on the pro

GRONNA

JONES
,
LAFOLLETTE
M'CUMBER

NIXON.
position to approve the Arizona conThe democrats who voted In the
atr
the
being
proposition
stitution,
and with the republican
resolution,
negative
bouse
the
to
tacked
joint
statehood
constituadvocates were:
Mexico
New
th
approving
BAlLEY
tion.
Overman
That action sounded the death knell
this
Mexico
at
New
for
of statehood
taliaferro.

16,056,978

ACRES OF

NON-IRRIGAB-

SECRETARY OF INTERIOR

WOMAN LOSES SUIT

LAND

AGAINSTJOCIALIST

ADDS

ADDITIONAL 10,800 ACRES TO
PUBLIC DOMAIN

Washington, March 4. Approximately 10,800 acres in New Mexico
baa been designated by Secretary of
the Interior Balllnger, under the enlarged homestead act, as not being
susceptib'e to successful Irrigation.
This makes the total designation tJ
date in New Mexico nnder that
acres.

VERDICT
,

FOR WILLIAM ENGLISH
WALLING IN $100,000 BREACH
OF PROMISE. ACTION
-

New York, March 4. Miss Anne
Berthe Grunspan Is not entitled to
recover damages from William English Walling, the wealthy socialist.
for alleged breach of promise of mar
riage. The jury which had been hear
ing her suit for $100,000 damages, af
ter an
session, this morning
brought In a verdict for.the
all-nig-

u

TENDERED

Washington, March 4. The Sixty-firs- t
congress has passed into history.
senate
The
adjourned at 12:20 and the
12:35
house at
this afternoon.
A bill providing for a commission
to investigate the postage rates on
the
magazines was rushed through
senate and house at the eleventh
hour and was the last bill President
Taft signed.
The bill to create a permanent tar
iff board passed the senate during the
morning amid turbulent scenes. Sen
ator Gore of Oklahoma, sought to of
fer the Canadian reciprocity agreement as a rider, but the tariff board
bill poased to Its third reading al bo
vu tout out. Altnougn aociarea oui
of order, Mr. Gore protested so loudly that responses .to the roll call were
heard with great difficulty. The ayes
totaled 56 and the nays 23.
The senate provision for a commis
sion to investigate all the facts re
lating to second class mall matter,
was dropped from the postoffice ap
propriation bill before it finally pass
ed. The house would not concur in
the amendment. The proposition was
added io the bill In the senate, after
an attempt to increase the postage
rates on
matter In magazines had been abandoned. This bill
was passed after an all night session,
an adjournment of two hours being
taken at 5 o'clock this morning so
the senators might get a little rest In
preparation for the closing hours.
All morning long the house was a
scene of turmoil, due to the efforts
of the repub leans under the leadership of Representative'
Payne to
force a vote on the tariff board bill.
forcThe democrats
filibustered,
ing roll call after roll call, and finally the republicans gave up the fight
in order to clean up the absolutely
necessary legislation in the way of
appropriation "bills.
Near the closing time Speaker-e'eo- t
Champ Clark offered a resolution of thanks to Speaker Cannon,
and the house, but lately the battleground of partisan forces, joined In
wild cheers for the' veteran speaker,
who, after many years, Is dropping
the reigns of authority again to beMr.
come a member of the floor.
Clark introduced him as "Uncle Joe"
and the members showed their ap
proval. Mr. Cannon responded feelingly, expressing the belief that 'the
next house would observe fair play
under the constitution.
Sulloway'a $50,000,000 service pen
sion bill died in the senate. An attempt was made to take It up, but
It was evident In a minute that a
number of senators were determined
TWO CHOLERA DEATHS
to talk it to death, and the bill was
dropped. The bill providing for tbe
new
apportionment of the house also
OCCUR INJONOLULU
went over. With statehood out of
the way, the conference reports on
WITH THESE TOTAL NUMBER OF tie big appropriation bills were taken
VICTIMS OF PLAGUE NUM- up, disposed of, and
Sherman's gavfel sounded, ending the
f
BER FIFTEEN
Slxty-flrcongress.
4.
more
Two
March
Honolulu,
SIX KILLED IN FIRE
deaths from cholera occurred here
yesterday. This brings tho total num . Center, Tex., March 4. Six per
ber of cases In the present outbreak sons were killed In a fire here short
up to fifteen, of which thirteen have ly after midnight Many Others were
died. AH were native Hawaiians,
hurt, at least two of them fatally.
-

-

adv-rtisin-

'

t

COUPLE KEEP DEATH PACT
Redding, Calif., March 4. Clasped
in an embrace of death that had not
been disturbed since Sunday evening,
C M. O'Brien, 28,
and his
old bride were found In bed in their
apartments last night, he with a bullet hole through hla right temple and
she with a similar penetration over
her right ear. The bed clothes had
been pulled over their heads to muffle the sound of the two shots. .. It is
believed that the husband fired the
shots and ,the murder and suicide Is
attributed to despondency caused by
.
his ill health.

CLARK

LEADER

-

lil4-mi- it

WHEN
MAN

NEW MEMBERS OF BOTH HOUSES

WILL GET INTO HARNESS
ALMOST

IMMEDIATELY

March 4. Making
Washington,
good his declaration to convene congress in extraordinary session unless
the senate voted favorably on th&
administration's Canadian reciprocity
agreement. President Taft this after
noon formally announced that he
would Issue a call for an extra ses
sion, fixing the date for April 4.
The extra session will give those
democrats elected at the ' Novembel
elections an opportunity to almoet
immediately enter upon their official
duties. Had no extra session been
called, they would not have taken
their seats before December next,
when th reicotor elon ot th Bl
4
oogree convene
The democrats will control tns
lower branch of congress for th
next two years at least. The senate
remains republican by a narrow mar

SHER-

T

REFUSED TO ACT, SOLON
WIRED

THE HOUSE HONORS UNCLE JOE THE DEMOCRATS WILL CONTROL LEADER

-

4

APPROVE' CANATO
FAILURE
DIAN RECIPROCITY FORCED
SUCH ACTION

OF

GOVERNOR

JHE

MINORITY

RECOGNIZED

AS ONE OF ABLEST
DEMOCRATS IN UPPER BRANCH
OF CONGRESS

4

f

Austin, Tex., March 4. Gover- nor Co'quitt this afternoon, an- nounced he would refuse to ac- cept Bailey's resignation.

Washington, March 4. Senator Joseph W. Bailey, of Texas, today
as a member ot the United
States senate. Senator Bailey made
no explanation of his reason for resigning. He first presented his resignation to
Shermau,
who refused to accept It. Mr. Bailey
then wired his resignation to Cover--,,
trim term
nor O-- JO. Oolautte tf
would not Jiave expired until AIarc!i
Vice-Preside-

3. 1913.

Senator Bailey declined to give to
the press any reason for his action.
.

In conversation with fellow senators,
however, he based hla reasons on the
gin.
vote cast by the democratic senators
against the approval ot the constitution of New Mexico, which, he
AVIATOR RUNS HIS
said, was so contrary to hla ideas
of government, he did not feel he
justified in continuing his
MACHINEJNTO CROWD would bewith
those senators, who, as
service
members of his own party, would
WOMAN KILLED AND SEVERAL take the position they did, In voting
OTHER PERSONS INJURED IN
on that proposition. Mr. Bailey's
MADRID ACCIDENT
colleagues express the hope that
they may be able to Induce him to
mind. During the Jiastfew
Madrid, March 4. M. Maurvaisva, change his
Mr.
leadership had
days,
Bailey's
a
dem
while
French aviator,
giving
onstration here yesterday, drove his been absolutely repudiated by his
machine into a crowd of spectators, colleagues.
who ran into his path in the aero
Senator Bailey's Career.
drome, killing one woman and seriousWeldon Bailey, democrat, of
Joseph
includly lnjuding four other persons,
was born in Copiah coun"
Gainesville,
a
brother
Villar
Colonel
y
Villate,
ing
October
6, 1863; was ad
Miss.,
ty
of former Minister of War General
to the bar in 1883; served as
mitted
un
was
himself
Villar. Maurvaisva
a district elector on the Cleveland and
injured..
Hendricks ticket in 1884; removed to
The accident was caused by the
Texas in 1885, and located at his
spectators breaking through the bar
served as elector for
present
tiers and rushing out on the field be- the statehome;
on the democratic
at
large
fore the airman got the aeroplane
ticket In 1888; was elected to the
well Into the air. The woman who
Fifty-thirFiftyonrth,
was killed was decapitated by the Fifty-fift- h
and Fifty-sixt- h
congresses.
propeller.
On the organization of the Fifty-fift- h
congress, March 15, 1897, he was the
democratic nominee for speaker ot the
TROOPS MAY CROSS BORDER
Washington, March 4. The ques- house of representatives; was chosen
tion of the necessity of send..'j Uult-e- d United States senator January 'Z,
States troops across the border 1901, to succeed Senator Horace Chil
line into Mexico to proteo: the A.nor ton, and took his seat March 4. He
In 1907.
lean dike, which Is being completed was
a'ong the Colorado river, will be
WOLGAST HURTS ARM AGAIN
determined by the outcome of negoNew York, March 4. It became
tiations now in progress between the
known
Mexico.
and
today that Ad Wolgaat, light
United States
weight champion, suffered a severe
Injury to his left arm in one of the
THREE SANTA FE WRECKS
fight with Knook-on- t
early rounds la
San Bernardino, Calif., March 4.
Brown last night His arm was
Three successive wrecks, two of
broken several months ago' and has
them of rescue trains being sent to
bothered Wolgast greatly ever since.
the scene of the first smash-up- ,
too, showed the effects of a
stalled trains on the Los Angeles and Brown,
recent attack of grippe. He had
Arizona division of the Santa Fa' rait
hard work breathing and weakened
road for more than' three hours last
after the fifth round. Brown had the
Early morning westbound best of the bout, despite his Injured
night
trains will not pass here until tonight arm.
Fifty-secon-

of-h-

Vice-Preside-

st

MRS. ELLA COLFAX

DEAD

South Bend, Ind., March 4. Mrs.
Ella Colfax, widow of the late Schuy
ler Colfax, died at her home here tc--;
d
day; aged 73 years. It was the
anniversary of her husband's
of the
Inauguration as
United States.
forty-Secon-

vice-preside-

LAME DUCKS CARED FOR

,

Washington, March 4.
Sherman today appointed Senators Flint of California, and Ta!1a-- f
erro of Florida, neither of whom will
be members of the next congress, to
vacancies on the national monetary
' .
commission.
Vice-Preside-

LAS VEGAS DAILY

10

TRY CAMERON

DAM HERO FOR

MURDER
NEXT
WIS.

MONDAY
,

AT

HAYWARD,

WILL BEGIN HEARING
OF NOTED CASES

Hayward, wis., March 4. Everything seems to be in readiness for the
hearing of the cases against John
Deitz and four members of his fam
ily, on charges of murder and assault,
growing out of their valiant defense of
their 'Cameron dam home and prop
erty." The cases are set for trial be
fore the term of the circuit court be
ginning next Monday and, In anticipation of the sensational trials, nundreds of persons from the adjoining
counties have come to Hayward, eager
to listen to the interesting testimony
and to await the outcome of the cases
which have attracted more than or
dinary attention throughout the coun-try-

to take Deitz, several shots were fired
and Giblin retired. Several other at
tempts ewre made in the same year
and during 1905 and the early part
of 1906, but all were unsuccessful
On July 25, 1906, the sheriff with a
dozen deputies, all armed, surround
the Deitz cabin and a pitched battle
was the result. In which Deputy Sheriff Rogich was seriously wounded and
Clarence Deitz, one of Deitz's so-- s,
received a scalp wound.
The warfare between Deitz and the
authorities continued at Intervals until the 'matter was brought to a cli
max by a new act of violence. Dur
ing a visit to Winter, Deitz became
involved In a quarrel with Bert Horel
and woundedi him by a pistol shot
About two months later Sheriff Mad
den and his men waylaid three of
Deitz's children, while they were driving and shot two of them, Almyra
and Clarence, wounding them serious
ly, although they were not armed and
had not resisted. Deitz and the rest
of his family remained entrenched in
their cabin, besieged by the sheriffs
posse. During the siege Deputy Harp
was shot and killed. The siege ended
with the capture of Deitz and his fam
'ly on October 8, 1910, after Deitz had
become incapacitated
by a shot
through his hand.

PRESIDENT TAFT

The first case to be called Is against
John Deitz, Hattle Deitz, his wife, and
Leslie Deitz, their son, on the charge REMINISCENCES OF
of having murdered Oscar Harp, a
deputy sheriff, who took part in the
GREAT CATTLE BOOM
attack upon the Deitz stronghold at
Cameron Dam.' The second case is
OF
OPERATIONS
against John DeHz alone and Is for NOTORIOUS
assault on William Giblin, former
"STEVE" DORSEY AND PALO
sheriff, vho with Patrick McGinn,
BLANCO COMPANY
tried r.o capture Deitz in 1904. Valentine Weisenbacih, who helped Deitz at
The great cattle boom which broke
that time, is now in the state penout all over the west in the halcyon
r
twelve-yeaa
on
itentiary at Waupun
180 must have been conceiv
sentence for the shooting. The third days of
cousin of the devil, for it
ed
the
by
case is against Alrayra Deitz, eldest
was steeped In sin and promoted in
daughter of John Deitz, who is chargwrites Lute Wilson In hiB
ed with, assault with intent to kill Trophet,
Field and Farm. There was
Denver
John Ko:ch, a deputy sheriff who
the case of the Triangle Dot or Palo
.took part in the attack of 1904, but Blanco Cattle
company In Colfax
it Is believed that this case will be
New Mexico, which originated
county.
dropped by the prosecutor, as there In the expansive brain of Stephen W.
ceems to be no evidence to show that
from Arkansas,
Dorsey,
the girl even handled a rifle.
bonvlvant of the old school and disDeitz and his sturdy family have mantled hero of the famous star
been more or less In the public lime- route scandal with the government.
light for a number of years and have
Dorsey had made a lot of tainted
furnished practically all the sensations money with hl3 crooked mail routes
of ihe county ever since 1904. Prior which started nowhere, and ended in
to that year Deitz and his family oc smaller places, so he felt the thrill
cupied a cabin near Price dam, where of confidence which pushes men onDeitz acted as watchman of the dam ward into daring exploitations. He
thm Clltnnnwa' Lumbm
nomrMnv
In Fvmnmiyr ? lOi b Deft family located a home ranch at the Chioo
tnovoj to the Cameron farm, which Extending; fell the way from Eagle- Mrs. Deitz had purchased four years tail to Fort Bascom on the Red
before from the widow of Hugh Cam- river, covering In Its entirety a scope
eron. Before leaving Price dam Deitz of beautiful country sixty by one
made a demand for his pay and the hundred miles or more of the best
failure cf the representatives of the short grass that ever grew out of
company to settle led to an alterca- doors. We know, for we rode that
tion in which Deitz made use of his country for two years just prior to
fists. This led to the issuance of the the Dorsey occupation.
Then the wily senator went east
first warrant for his arrest. Deitz's
claim was settled several years later to fish for the capital with which
to stock such a magnificent domain.
by the payment to him of $1,717.
In April of 1904 Deitz posted a no- In Massachusetts he luckily fell uptice on the wing of Cameron dam, on John B. Alley, a millionaire shoe
The Chippewa manufacturer of Brockton, and a fine
forbidding trespass.
Lumber & Boon company had logs in old skinflint as we remember him.
Thornappla river, which they de3red At Carlisle. Pa.. Dorsey found his
to sluice through Cameron dam. Deitz old star route compadre, the senior
would not permit that, unless the F. W. Bosler, and the trio was com
com
company paid him $10,000. The. lum plete. They organized a cattle
ber company obtained a temporary in- pany on prodigious proportions and
three-legge- d
calf was born. In a
junction against Deitz, but he disre- the
so
or
the
Triangle Dot with
year
with
armed
his
it
and,
rifle,
garded
as
foreman had the
C.
James
Leary
prevented the lumbermen to sluice
cow outfit in that country and
best
the logs through the dam. That he
was within his rights was proved at the herd census showed fully 60,000
on range count.
terward, when the courts decided that
Dorsey then began the old trick
Mrs. Deitz owned the flowage lands
of funny
branding in which five
along the Thornapple river and had
were marked for himself, while
calves
the control of the Cameron dam and
for the com
but one was
Its sluice.
result soon
ioevrtaDie
The
pany.
During the summer of 1904 several showed itself to
man who rode
every
attempts were made to serve warrants that way and Dorsey became the
In connection with the dam controproud owner of a big ranch proposi
versy upon Deitz, but he kept the dep- tion with a fenced pasture of sixty
uties at a respectful distance. When miles
square. About this time the
former Sheriff Giblin and three armed celebrated Robert G.
Ingersoll, pope
deputies attempted on May 9, 190. of the Infidels, was roped into the
game and in a year or so the .famous
r
had his goat also. It was
ToOet
a glorious roundelay of Bacchalian
joy in those days but like a soap
Effects; bubble In the dark it soon Wafted
at
into obscurity and everything
smitheto
went
the
Springs
Genuine Chico
Always Buy
reens with Dorsey a wreck on the
ocean of time.
4fr
hot-irone- d

star-route-

Its Beneficial
t he
1L

1pyp-fiG- S
ana
manufactured hyihe
Sold

all leading

Vtvqqisis

OneSizeOnj,50$ a Boitle

SPRECKELS WILL CASE
San Francisco, March 4 The state
supreme court has fixed Monday as
the day for hearing the appeal in the
Spreckels will case. The appeal is
from the decision of the tower
court which decided for John D.
Spreckels and Adolph B. Spreckels
against Rudolph Spreckels and Claus
A. Spreckels In the matter of the application of the heirs for a distribution of the estate left by their
father, Claus Spreckels, the millionaire sugar magnate.

VISITS SOUTH
NEXTWEEK
ACCOMPANIED

BY

SEVERAL

OPTIC SATURDAY, MARCH 4,

1911

an Increase of less than 50,000 Inhab
itants, as compared with the returns
of 1901.
The arrangements for, this year's
census are cc tne most exhaustive
kind, and will provide statisticians
with a mass of more or lees useful
Information concerning infigures.
dustries and employment will be par
ticularly ocmplete. It Is typical, however, of France and French politics
that no question is asked a to re- BASKETBALL

AN EVEN DET ON

THE NORMAL AND

CAB-

4. President
Washington, March
Taft, accompanied by several mem
bers of his cabinet, will depart from
Washington Wednesday for Atlanta,
where he is to deliver an address Fri
day at the. concluding session of the
great Southern Commercial congress,
The Southern Commercial congress
will begin its sessions Wednesday and
from ail indications it will be one of
the most Important conventions of its
kind ever held in the United States,
In addition to President Taft the
speakers will Include former President
Jusserand,
Roosevelt, Ambassador
Secretary of Agriculture Wilson, Senator Fletcher of Florida, George
of Pittsburg, George W. Per
kins of New York, Secretary of War
Dickinson and Governor Wood row
Wilson of New Jersey.
Theodore Roosevelt will leave New
York Wednesday to begin a six
weeks' tour that will take him through
nearly all of the states of the south and
west. Thursday he will address the
Southern Commercial congress In At
lanta and the next day he will speak
before the National Child Labor Con
ference in Birmingham.
Saturday
will be divided between
Jackson,
Miss., and New Orleans.
The early part of the week is ex
pected to bring a decision in the fa
mous contest over the will of the late
E. J ("Lucky") Baldwin, which has
been on trial in Los Angeles since
early In December.
.
John F. Deitz, Is to be placed on
trial Monday at Hayward, Wis., for
the killing of Oscar Harp, a deputy,
in the memorable fight at Cameron
dam last October.
Spokane will hold its first city elec
tion Tuesday under its new charter,
which provides for the commission
plan of municipal government.
The National Child Labor Conference, which will begin a three days'
session Thursday in Birmingham, Ala.,
will have among Its. speakers Miss
Jane Addams of Chicago, Senator
Borab of Idaho. Governor Wilson of
New Jersey, Dr. Felix Adlor of- - New
York, and Charles P. . Neill, United
States commissioner of labor.
The clergy and laity of the Protestant Episcopal diocese of Kansas
City will meet at Kansas City, Mo.,
Tuesday to elect a successor to
Bishop E. R. At will who died recently.
The United States army transport
Buford will sail from Seattle Friday
with an immense cargo of provisions
donated by the people of the United
States for the relief of the famine sufferers of North China.
The federal grand Jury which meets
in Chicago Tuesday is expected to
begin an Investigation of the alleged
illegal coal land entries in the Mata-nusk- a
and Cook inlet fields in Alaska.
The annual convention of the Navy
League of the United States, which
Is to assemble Tuesday In Los An
geles, is expected to give especial at
tention to the needs of the Pacific
coast and the naval problems which
will arise on the completion of the
Panama canal. Horace Porter of New
York will preside at the convention.
West-inghous-

ligion.

and Dealer In

FANS' ENTHUSIASM
IN
ANTICIPA-

TION OF COMING CONTEST

NORMAL IN TEXAS
Canyon, Tex., March 4. The new
West Texas State Normal School was

The dopesters are using up much
valuable and slightly lurid language
In discussions of the relative strength
of the High school and Normal basketball teams. A few weeks ago the
concensus of opinion among the authorities was that the Normal had the
better of the argument. But at present if there is anybody in town who
is so wicked as to bet he can find
plenty of even money on the Highs.
The odds favor neither team. Either
looks good as a winner.
This is the way it Is doped out The
Normal undoubtedly has the best pair
of forwards in the territory in the
persons of Ellis and Koogler. They
can shoot baskets with regularity although harrassed by competent guards
Opposing them will be Winters and
Truder. Winters playes a whirlwind
game and will rank among the top- notch guards of New Mexico. He is
fast and possesses unlimited nerve.
Truder gets about rapidly and breaks
up many plays that appear going
straight for the goal. Both these
guards have the knack of not only
interesting the foall but of returning
it quickly to their forwards.
thrower ever
No better basket
court
than John
a
on
local
romped
Webb, captain of the Highs. At his
position in center he is unequalled be
cause of his agility and size. It ,is
extremely doubtful if the Normals can
put a man against him that will hold
him to few goals. Although Gallegos
and Comstock, one or the other of
whom will oppose him, are excellent
players. Webb, who is the main bas
ket tossed of the Highs, undoubtedly
will be held to less baskets than he
has thrown In any game this year;
but on the other hand, Ellis and Koogler will also be up against the strong
est opposition they have met since the
season opened.
If the dope has it correct the scor3
will be a low one and the game will
be a fight from start to finish. En
durance will count in the end rather
than skill. The element of luck also
will play an Important
part. The
game undoubtedly will tie the most
magnlfioent struggle ever seen here.
And it can't be played any too soon,
to please the fans.

formally opened here today with
interesting exercises. Addresses were
delivered by former Governor Camp
bell, F. M. Bralley, State Superinten
dent of Public Instruction, Dr. A
Caswell Ellis of the University of
Texas and several other public officials and educators of note.
LINCOLN'S

INAUGURATION

Washington, March 4. The semi
centennial anniversary of the first
inauguration of Abraham Lincoln as
president was observed In the capital
today with appropriate exercises held
under the auspices of the various
patriotic and historical societies of
the District of Columbia. -

TWO OPINIONS

BY

THE SUPREME COURT
JUDGMENT
AFFIRMED AGAINST
RED LIGHT DISTRICT ONE
DECISION

REVERSED

The
Albuquerque, N. M., March
supreme court was in session yester
day and today, adjourning this after
noon.
The following opinions were
rendered:
Case No. 1364, Territory of New
Mexico vs. Lizzie MoGrath, appellant,
on appeal from Bernalillo
county.
Judgment is affirmed. The opinion
was by Associate Justice Merrit C.
Mechem and was concurred in by all
of the judges, except Associate Jus
tice Frank W. Parker who dissented.
The case involved the running of a
house of ill fame within the prohibit
ed limits of. 700 feet of Old Masonic
hall in Albuquerque. This ia a decided
victory for those who' are making
an effort to rid Albuquerque of its
red light district, a fight in which
pistrict Attorney E. A. Mann Is lead4- -

V

ing.

Case No. 1360, OoroMunity oiicli
Town&tte
or Adsqulaa of Tularoea
a corporation, appellant, vi. The Tula,
rosa Community Ditch, W. D. Tipton, E. Knight, J. J. Dale, E. H. Sim-- ,
mons, appellees. Reversed. The opinion was by Associate Justice Wright.

NEARLY SMOTHERED
Chandler, N. C. Mrs. Augusta
of this place, writes: "I had
smothering spells every day, so bad
that I expected death at any time. I
could not sit up in bed. I suffered
from womanly troubles. My nerves
were unstrung. I had almost given
up all hope of ever being better. I
tried Cardui, and it did me more
good than anything I had ever taken.
I am better now than I ever expect
ed to be." Thousands of ladles have
written similar letters, telling of the
the merits of Cardui. It relieved their
headache, backache and misery, just
as it will relieve yours, if you will
let it. Try.

LETTER

LIST
'
,

Letter remaining uncalled for, for
the week ending March 3, 1911:

Sra. Emerenciana Abeyta Elaulinlo
Archuleta; Niede Baca; J. D. Bond;
Mr. A'bert Brown; S. W Billings;
Mrs. M. L. Connell; J. L. Curtier;
Miss Mercedes Cordova; Luis Cor
dova; Mrs. Jose Baca y Esquibel;
Mrs. Carolina Gonzales; Liandro
Albino Jacobsonr Mrs. Ernest
Kreisel; J. E. Lony; R. B. Lloyd;
Mrs. Francisquita Lovato ; Mrs.
B. de Montoya; H. J. McGuire;
J. C. Nash; J. B. Pittman; G. M.
Smith; Raymond Stoddart; Perl Ta-tuMrs. Wella
Miss Addle Was-sonWhitney; Mrs. Bill Wlson; Jas. Arnold; Miss Melecia Duran; George
Jamison; R. H. Pettit; Lester Lester;
Scott Roscoe; Josefa T. Velasquez.
Letters and postcards held for post-aeand better directions: t
Mrs. Eda Zuelze, Oakfeald, R. F. D.
27.; Mrs. Otto Zuehlke, Beverdam, R.
F. D. 3; Mr. Fred J. Moore, Las Ve'
gas, N. M.
When calling for the above letters
please ask for "Advertised Letters."
F. O, BLOOD, Postmaster.
Her-ande-

IN FRANCE

Paris, March 4. France is undergoing the quinqennial process of having its population enumerated by the
government. Tonight is the time appointed for the head of every house
in the republic to fill In the census
returns, accounting for .every soul
under his roof. No person Is to be
overlooked, whether he be a Frenchman or an alien. Officials are even
posted at all railway stations and
steamship landings so that all travelers may be subjected to the count.
The present census is the vflrst
taken since March, 1906. At that
time the population of France was
shown to be 39,262,245. The population of Paris amounted to 2,763,393,

"
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WAGONS-RACI- NE

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M.
Carona, N.

Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,

M-- ,

Trinidad, Colorado
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WHOLESALE DEALERS- -

MARK

TRADE

ONLY EXCLUSIVE JOBBERS IN NEW MEXICO'

SIX COMPLETE DEPARTMENTS
Dry Goods

Hardware,

Groceries,

11
ODnPP
lML.
UKfCK

PI A

1

SIX

v

Implements, Stoves, Vehicles
Olvn ipecial attention,
guaranteed.

price

USES-3

LAS VEGAS,

SANTA ROSA

ALBUQUERQUE,

For the Special Trade
Brandies W his keys Wines
3

Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy

17

Apple brandy
' Aprloot Brandy
6 Stars

.

,

G. H. Mumms &,Co.
Pommery
Great Weste
Sauterners'
Virginia Dare
Claret
Dnidesheimer '
ljHubauhliner
Nlersteiner

Different Brands
of Bourbon and
Rye, bo wo have
your brand.

imrsteiner
California Brandy
Imported Port and Sherry also White Port Wine.

(BP ERA

IB

MB

C. T. FARLEY, Prop.

Try an Ada in The Optic's
"Want Columns"

An-oni- a

" Onyx" Hosiery

;

NOSES

BAIN

Lo-ma-

ADVERTISED

and PELTS

WOOL. HIDES

CONTAGIOUS

NEW

CO.

&

WHOLESALE GROCERS

HIGH TEAMS

INET MEMBERS, HE WILL
GO TO ATLANTA

COUNTING

KELLY
CROSS, (Incoporated)

g

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
BROMO Quinine
Take LAXATIVE
fails to cure. B. W. GROVE'S signa
Tablets. Druggists refund money If it
ture Is on each box. 25c

It Is the nature of women to suffer,
uncomplainingly, the discomforts and
fears that accompany the bearing of
children. Motherhood is their crowning glory, and they brave its sufferings for the Joy that children bring.
No expectant mother need suffer,
however, during the period of wait
ing, nor feel that she is in danger when baby comes, if Mother's Friend is Used
in preparation of the event. Mother's Friend relieves the pain and discomfort
caused by the strain on the different ligaments, overcomes nausea by counteraction, prevents backache and) numbness of limbs and soothes the inflammation
of breast glands. Its regular use fits and prepares every portion of the mother's
system for a proper and natural
ending of the term, and it assures
for her a quick and complete recovWhen you have rheumatism in your ery. Mother's Friend is sold at
foot or instep apply Chamberlain's drug stores. Write for free hook for
Liniment and you will eet quick re- expectant mothers.
lief. It costs but a quarter.
Why BBADFTF.lt REGULATOR CO.,
Atlanta, Ga.
Suffer? For sale by all druggists.

have just received our spring line of
"Onyx" Hose for women and children. '
The line includes all the usual staples, an
.
excellent variety of Silk and Lisle Hose,'
a beautiful line of Lace effects in new designs and sheerest, most dainty, creations
in Gauze. All numbers are made with
high spliced heels and toes and most of
them with Garter Tops. There is absolutely no better hose manufactured in quality, color or fit.
lAny quality you may wish from the 25c grade up to $4.00 a pair. '
.

of

'

CJWe

v

!

"Onyx" Hose number 122, an ingrain

'Onyx" Hose number H 285, a Silk

hose with split sole, spliced heels
and toes, a splendid wearing OCp
..CmOKt
hose, per pair..

Lisle Hose of exceptional beauty,
spliced heels and toes, medium
weight, a very desirable hose, pair

A PURE SILK "Onyx" Hose of gauze texture, double heel, toe and
sole, garter top, an exceptional value, per pair
,
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OFFICIAL PROCEEDINGS OF THE
COR IMISS ilONERS OF SAN MIGUEL CO.
nce of the Board of County Comof" San Miguel
county, New
Mexico. Laa Vegas, N. M.,
Sept. 12,
A. D. 1910.
The Board met in regular session
at 10 o'clock a. m.
Present Hon. Roman
Gallegos,
chairman, and Commissioners Clark
and Martinez, the clerk and Inter;
preter.
Minutes of the session of August
1st, 2nd. and 29th were read and
aproved in open session.
In the matter of the canvassing of
the vote of the last election. We,
the Board of County Commissioners
of the County of San Miguel constithe county board of
tuting
canvassers of said county, do hereby
certify that the following statement
Is correct and true, compiled from
the original returns, and made to the
board of county commissioners of said
county and as compiled therewith by
us; and that from such returns It
appears that the number of votes polled in said county, for delegates to the
constitutional convention, at the elec
tion held on Tuesday, Sept. 6, A. D,
1910 was respectively as follows, to-,

missioners

it

urer and collector and submits to the
board his monthly statement of taxes
licenses and so forth, collected dur
ing tke month of August A. D. 1910
and the same was approved.
Now comes Secundlno Romero,
sheriff and submits to the board his
monthly statement of liquor licenses
collected during the month of August,
A. D. 1910. and the board havine
examined the same, did approve the
same.
It is now ordered that the board
do now adjourn until tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock a. m.
v
ROMAN GALLEGOS,

Chairman.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Office of the Board of County Commissioners of San Miguel county, New
Mexico, Las Vegas, N. M., September
13, A. D. 1910.

enhanced hv Lh erantlne of th nrav.
er of this eptition, and your petitioners will e.ver pray.
Respectfully submitted.
C. F. FOSTER,
JNO. W. GRIMES.
The above petition is signed by
over fifty petitioners. And the. board having duly considered the same and being duly advised
in the premlsts and upon motion of
Commissioner Martinez and duly seconded by' Commissioner Clark, the
said petition was accepted and carried and said precinct created to be
known as Cherryvale No. 55.
In the matter of the appointments
of precinct officers of Precinct No.
55, Cherryvale.
, ,
The board having acted upon the
recommendation of the citizens of
said 'precinct does hereby make the
following appointments until the regular election,
Joseph Morrison to be justice of the
peace.
Levy L. Crawford to be constable,
ana ior the said newly appointed of
fleers to qualify according to law.
In the matter of the public road at
San Pueblo precinct No. 27. A petition
and complaint
having been filed
against Andres Pollack at the last
meeting of the board, and the said
petitioners and Andres Pollack being now present the board now pro
ceeded to take evidence In the matter, and after having heard both sides
and the evidence and having duly
considered the same the board now
declares that the said public road be
kept open to the public traffic on the
same place with the same course,
except at a certain place within the
land of said Andres Pollack at this
particular place a small piece of road
shall be built by the said Andres Po!
lack at his expense and to the sat
lafaction of the petitioners.
The board does now take a recess
until 2 o ciock p- m.
The board met after recess. Present three commissioners, the clerl;
and interpreter,
In the matter of the petition of Paul
McCormick, et als, for a public high-
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The Board met after adjourning at
o'clock a. m. Present, Chairman
Gallegos, County Commissioners Clark
and Martinez, the clerk and Interpreter.
In the matter of a certain road at
Rociada within the property of the
M. Maestas.
116-n- s
w.
This matter having come up before
the board and the board after having
considered the same, referred the
same to the District Attorney for proper investigation and procedure.
Tvit:
In the matter of the sidewalk beThe total number of votes cast for tween the
highway is to be located as described
jail and court house.
In said petition, said notices ' were
constitutional
to
the
delegates
The board having duly considered
posted in the neighborhood of the
was four thousand two hun the same left this matter in charge
'
said
proposed road.
of which nam- - of County Commissioner Benigno
dred and eighty-two- ,
PAUL M'CORMICK.
(Seal)
Martinez with instructions to have the
ber
Subscribed and sworn to before me
same constructed when convenient.
two
thou
Eugenio Romero received
this
September 7th, 1910.
In the matter of the formation of a
sand seven hundred and seventy-nine- .
L. E. ARMIJO,
new precinct, Cherryvale No. 55.
received two
Atanaslo Roybal
Petition to the Honorable Board of
Notary Public,
thousand eight hundred and thirty,
County Commissioners of the County
My commission expires May 27th,
rbni-ifl- s
a. Soiess received two of San Miguel, for the formation of way. '
1913.
.thousand seven hundred and seven- Precinct No. 55 out of a part of Pre Territory of New Mexico.
In the matter of the application of
cinct No. 53.
teen,
of San Miguel ss.
Paul McCormick and others for a
County
We, the undersigned, residents in
To the Hon. Board of County Com new road.
Nepomuceno Segura received two
the
seventy-threfollowing described territory here missioners of the said county of Sen
and
thousand seven hundred
Territory of New Mexico.
by respectfully eptition the Honorable Miguel:
County of San Miguel ss.
Board of County Commissioners of
Gentlemen:
Harry V. Kelly received two thouComes now L. E-- ArmJJo and be
the county of San Miguel, for the
sand seven hundred and eighty-eight- .
We, the undersigned freeholders o?
ing
duly sworn on his oath deposes
a
new
creation
of
to
be
two
precinct,
the said county of San Miguel, where and says
Margarito Romero received
that on the 28th day of July
as
and
known
mentioned
sixty-twCherryvale
precinct
and
hereinafter
in the 'highway
thousand eight hundred
1910,'rie
D.,
posted a copy of the
55.
numbered
received two
Is proposed to be located, respectful
J. M. Cunningham
In
attached
no.lce
regard to the openWe request that the following de ly petition your honorably board for
thousand eigftt hundred and nine.
road
in Precinct No.
certain
a
of
ing
Luciano Maes received two thou- scribed territory, now a part of Pre the establishment of a public high - 19, for whteii application will be made
cinct No. 53, be Included In the said way, as hereinafter more fully do- to 41i boMit o county commlMtouwr,
sand eight hundred and two,
"
Bcrlbed. erod mow to uoe.
on Uie
lrcAnmt No. Si That portion ot
sptm(li, 1910.
oe
a
biwi.
would
K.
Mora
n.
18
80
the
of
south
ana
auch
T.
highway
tour.
public
he poted said notice ,ln tlie
'flend egTt trandr4
that
Bene20 convenience and of great public
O. A. liarrazolo received one thou- county Hue; all of twip. ,17, K. R.
place et up for this purpose on the
Ei; all o ftwp. 16 N. R. 20 E; that fit to your petitioners and as well to side of the east door of the court
sand five hundred and seventy-nine- ,
18 N. R.31 E. south of a- - large body of people living in the
Antonio Lucero received one thou- portion of twp.
house of the county of San Miguel,
the"
of
.
Mora
line
county; all of typ., southeastern part of said county who and Territory aforesaid.
seventy-fivesand six hundred and
.
ivin r w Vpeder received one 17 N. R. 21 E.; all of twp. 16 N. R. transact business in Las Vegas, and
L. E. ARMIJO.
21 E.; and a portion of twp. 16 N. R. we pray that the highway hereina!
thousand three hundred and sixty-onto before me
sworn
Subscribed and
cor- ter described may be established as
Pranoisco Rivera y Baca received 22, E, begnning at the southwest
of July, 1910.
29th
this
day
16 N. R. 22, E.; thence such honorable board and continued
one thousand five hundred and forty, ner of twp.
WM. G. HAYDON,
thence four miles and maintained under the laws of (Seal)
miles
four
east;
thousand
Upton Hays received one
Notary Public.
north; thence four miles west; thence this territory.
four hundred and thirty-sicommission
January
expires
My
Said highway to begin at the point
Placido Sandoval received one thou four miles south to place of beginning;
1913.
15,
traveled
highway
all of the said described territory be- where the present
sand four hundred and seventy-six- ,
Conchas below the
Wieeand received one ing now Included within Precinct No. crosses the Las
NOTICE OF PETITION TO ESTAB53 in the County of San Miguel and mesa on the ranch of Paul McCor
thousand four hundred and thirtythe
LISH A PUBLIC HIGHWAY
general
thence
following
Territory of New Mexico. A plat of mick,
three,
is
same
as
road
the
of
the
course
submitPublic
notice Is hereby, given that
Antonio Paoheco received one thou- the proposed new precinct is
been for a long time past on September 5th, 1910, a petition
and
has
a
as
of
this
ted
thirty-threpetition.
part
sand four hundred and
mesa will be
Your petitioners most respectfully traveled along the foot of the
presented to the board of
Henry G. Coors received one thou
hill fol county commissioners or the county
the
thense
and
ascending
now
resident
are
r.
show that there
sand four hundred and twenty-fouof the said of San
Miguel, by" the undersigned
within the above described limits lowing the general course
Thereupon the board of canvassers
traveled
for a and
has
been
as
it
road
twenty-fiv- e
other petitioners
more than five hundred people; that
said
original
canvassed
h'av'ng duly
hill to the top whose names are signed to such pethe
time
up
past
long
said
few
peothe
with
exceptions
very
returns, is therefore ordered that the
of the mesa and thence on following
the board to lay out
candidates mentioned in the foregoing ple have come to New Mexico with- the line of public travel across the tition, asking
and provide for the
establish
and
statement and having received a ma- in g the past three or four years; that Las Cuevas and on up to and near
of a public highway
maintenance
resiare
of
them
the
elec
large maporlty
jority of the votes so cast at said
the northeast corner of the fence of leading from the county southeast of
tion and canvassed, be, and they dents upon government claims, where what is generally known as the old
Las Vegas, N. M., to the town and
are hereby declared elected, and that they have made valuable Improve Jose Baca ranch, the same being
of Las Vegas. The said highway
city
Instances
the
in
and
ac
ments,
many
Issued
certificates of election be
in a general southeasterly direction is more particularly described as folclaims have been already commuted
cord' gly.
from the City and Town of Las Ve lows:
'
In the matter' of the resignation of that owing to the fact that the Bald gas, N. Mex.
Beginning at a point below the
constable of Precinct No. 43. Comes population Is so large a proportion and
the necessary mesa, where the present travels
We ask that all
can
no
Injury
now Selgio ' Romero, constable, and entirely ew population,
steps be taken and said highway be highway leading from Las Conchas
submits to the board his resignation result to the interests of Precinct No. established and maintained.
and, the lower country to Las Vegas
as such, and recommends the appoint- 53 by settling oft a portion to form a
Laa Vegas, New Mexico, August crosses the Las Conchas, below the
new
precinct.
ment of Enrique Garcia to fill the
1st, 1910.
mesa on the land of Paul McCormick
Your petitioners show further that
.
vacancv, the board after having duly
Submitted,
and
thence following in a north and
Respectfully
chilconsidered the resignation and ap- them are more than one hundred
a
direction towards the
is
above
by
The
northwesterly
signed
petition
dren ot school age within the bounpointment granted the same and for
of Las Vegas, follow
and
of
freeholders
the
Town
county
number
of
City
the said Enrique Garcia to qualify ac- daries of the proposed new precinct; of San Mteuel. Territory of New ing the general course of the public
that in order to afford school accomcording to law.
road as the same is and has been
Mexico.
modations for the said children, the
subNow comes Fidel Garcia and
ss.
a long time past, traveled along
San
for
of
Miguel
County
new preof
mits to this board his resignation as inhabitants of the proposed
said points below the mesa, to
Board
from
Honorable
Before
the
school-house- s
corstable In and for Precinct No. 33, cinct have erected two
of said Coun the bill leading up to the top of the
Commissioners
County
to be
and the board having duly consider- within the territory proposed
mesa and following from the point
of popula- ty.
center
the
that
same.
included;
the
same
accepts
ed the
of the petition of Paul of beginning the said traveled road
matter
In
the
school-housepostofflce, justice
A United States warrant in the sum tion,
et al, for a public high and thence following the road as
business cen- McCormick,
and
court
of
the
received
peace
was
of one hundred dollars
cending the bill on the line of said
way.
.53 at the settle
on account of payment for quarters ter of Precinct No.
Paul McCormick being first duly road as It has been traveled for a
some twelve miles
sworn on !his oath says that he is long time past, up the bill to the
of the United States courts, and the ment of Gonzales,
of population
center
from
the
creddistant
and
one of the petitioners for the high top of the mesa, and thence followsame was ordered deposited
new precinct; that It
ited- to the general county fund of of the proposed
way above referred to and that he ing the line of the public traveled
of
a
matter
Is
great inconvenience posted and caused to be posted on road across the Las Cuevas and on
it
1909.
In the matter of the appointment to the population of the proposed pre- July 31st, 1910, three copies of no- up to and near the northeast corner
to the Eighteenth Na- cinct to be compelled to go a distance tices relating to the presentation of of the fence of what is generally
. of delegates
miles to Tote at elec the petition in the above and fore known as th old Jose Baca ranch
tional Irrigation congress to be held of twelve miles
transact
to
26
justice of the peace going matter to the Honorable Board and there terminating; the said road
to
tions,
September
at Pueblo, Colorado,
that arrange of Couny Commissioners, a copy of followirf' up the hill the line of
other
business;
and
30th, 1910.
,
effected whlcih notice is attached hereto, and what has heretofore been known as
been
ments
have
already
the
following
The board appointed
school superintend- marked Exhibit "A" to which he re the toll road, or the Nicolas Blea
the
with
county
San
Miguel
to
represent
delegates
ent to establish a new school dis fers and which he makes a part of and Marcos Castillo road.
county t:
In its limits with the this, his affidavit, said notices were
AM persons Interested will
take
trict
Fidel
E.
Dr.
F.
Olney,
f. H. Pierce,
that the In each and all posted In public places notice of th presentation of said penew
Secun- proposed
precinct;
and
Raynolds
Jefferson
Ortiz.
terests of the people living within the and as he Is informed and verily be tition.
dlno Romero.
Signed by the undersigned on be
treas
proposed new precinct will be greatly lieves In the precinct In which such
Romero,
now
Eugenio
Comes
10

i

"

"

-

.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

,

half of himself and the several signers to the said petition.
Dated this July 29th, 1910.
PAUL M'CORMICK.
(Signed)
The board after having considered
the said petition and fully advised
In the premises does now appoint
the following road viewers to examine the proposed highway and report
to this board of thei rdolngs and
condition of the new proposed highway at the next regular meeting of
the board.
The following are appointed as road
viewers:
'
F. E. Olney,
Amador Ulibarri,
Lorenzo Delgado.
The following accounts against the
county were approved and "warrants
ordered issued in payment for same
against the county treasurer,
M. M. Padgett, Aug. 1, 36 booka,
tax receipts at S3. 00. 108.00.
M. M.
priming
to-wi- t:

-

ory, 1161.80.

Rumaldo Perea, services as deputy
sheriff, election day, $2.00.
Juan C- - Apodaca, services as deputy sheriff election day, $2.00.
Dolores Jaramlllo, services as deputy sheriff election day, $2.00.
M. A. Sanchez, fees for collections,

Pet. No.

3,

J.

M.

.Martinez, collect

ing, work, etc., j!80.00.
u
ret. INO. z, nmgenio uaiieBoo.
work as road overseer, $90.30.
Pet. No. 7, Ramon Chaves, salary
as road overseer, $90.00.

Gross Kelly & company, for hay,
grain and alfalfa, $29.00.
Colortdo Telephone company, for
'
telephone for county offices, $12.00.
to
Enrique Armijo, for Interpreting
county commissioners, three days,
$6.00.

L. E. Armijo, for interpreting in J.
P. court, Pot. No. 5, $2.00.
iSecundino Romero, fees as sheriff,
$98.13.
com-

Secundlno Romero, eighteen
mittments and fuel, $43.00.
Secundlno Romero, fees as sheriff,
$65.13.

Secundlno Romero, feeding prisoners, $223.50.
Red Cross Drug company, stationary and medicines, $4.90.
Agua Pura company, water rent to
October 1st, $25.00.
Pet. No. 5, Cruz Segura, guarding
ballot boxes from September 7 to
11,

at

$1.50,

$7.50.

TO

California
Arizona

$15.49.

John H. York, stamps, notices, etc.,
$4.00.
It Is now ordered that the board
do now adjourn until tomorrow morn,
One way Colonist tickets on sale daily.
ing at 10 o'clock a. m.
March 10 to April 10, 1911. inclusive, from
ROMAN GALLEGOS,

Mexico

Chairman.
Attest: LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
The board met as per adjournment,
at 10 o'clock a. m. Present Chairman
Gallegos and Commissioners Clark
and Martinez, the cflerk and Interpreter.
The board now disposed of several
road matters and so forth that came
before th board.
now ordered tn.t in wni
It
do now adjourn men aa tbe call ot
the chairman.
1

Las Vegas.N. M.

Only a few points shown below. For
fares to other points and Information as
to the liberal stop-ovprivileges accord -ed, phone, write oi sea the undersigned
er

Los Angeles.
San Francisco
San Diego

........... . . . . . . .'.

.$23.00
$25.00
$25.00

.

...."

Pasadena.

....
Redlands - - .. $23.00
Sacramento. . .
..$23.00
Santa Barbara
. $25.00
Monterey
. $35.60
ROMAN GALLEGOS,
Goldfield
Chairman. Tonopah
$35.60
$25.00
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk. Guaymas.
$25.00
Mexico City
Through tourist sleepers to Los An
DANGER IN DELAY
"

M. M. Padgett publishing
county
commissioners proceedings, $329.26.
E. H. Salazar, blanks and printing Attest:
matter, $53.50.
E. H. Salazar, printing matter, etc.,
$389U25.

LOW FARES

.

geles and San Francisco are electric
room for
Kidney Diseases Are .Too Dangerous lighted and have smoking
men and extra large dressing room
for East Las Vegas People to
tor twomea ,
Neglect

The great danger of kidney troubles
sthat they get a firm bold before the
Health Is
sufferer recognizes them.
undermined.
Backache,
gradually
headache, nervousnesst lameness, soreness, lumbago, urinary troubles, dropsy, diabetes and Brlght's disease follow in merciless succession. Don't
neglect your kidneys. Cure your kid-ne- s
with the certain and safe remedy,
Doan's Kidney Pills, which has cured
people right here in this locality.
Mrs. Mollis Jacobs, Clayton, N. M.,
says: "u'or about a year my moneys
were disordered, caused, I believe, by
being on my feet too much. My back
ached severely, especially at night
and I often arose In the morning feel
ing lame and sore. I became tired
easily, felt nervous nearly all the
time and was caused. much misery by
secretions
headache. The kidney
were unanatural and annoyed me
greatly. I finally began using Doan's
Kidney Pills and the contents of one
box benefited me greatly. Doan's Kid
ney Pills have my hlghes endorsement."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MIlbur-n
Co., Buffalo
New York, sola agents for the United

D. L.

Batchelor,

1

Cruz Segura, services as C. H.
Jailer, $35.00.
Winters Drug Company, medicines,
etc., $10.00.
Ludwlg Ilfeld, hardware, etc, $4.00.
Las Vegas Light and Power company, lights for county at bridge, StateB.
name
the
Remember
$41.40.
no
take
other.
Pedro Quintana, salary as jailer,

Doan's and

$40.00.
A Special Medicine for Kidney All
Henry Sena, salary as Jailer, $50.00.
ments
Pablo JaramiEo, sheriff's fees, $3.50.
Many elderly people have found in
Pet. No. 5, Pablo Jaramlllo, for InterKidney Remedy a quick re
preting at J. P. two days at $2, $4.00. Foley's
permanent benefit from kidTrinidad Sena, services as J. P., lief and
ney and bladder ailments and from an
$6.55.
due to
noying urinary Irregularities
Pot. No. 5, Trinidad Sena, services advancing years. Isaao N. Regan,
Farmer, Mo, says: "Foley's Kidney
as J. P., $9.85.
Pot. No. 3, Pablo Ulibarre, Justice Remedy effected a complete cure In
my case and I want others to know
of peace fees, $15.65.
of it" O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
"Pet. No. 29, Chas O'Malley, for Drug Co.
electric work, etc., $2.70.
Chas. O'Malley, for lights In court
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
room, etc., $10.00.
cough
remedy I ever used as It quick
Chas. O'Malley, electric work, etc., ly stoped a severe cough that bad
$38.93.
long troubled me," says J. W. Kuhn,
Lisandro Montoya, for services as Princeton, Neb. Just as quickly and
surely It acts in all cases of coughs,
deputy sheriff election day, $2.00.
la grippe and lun? trouble. Recolds,
Saloman Asi, for services as depu- fuse substitutes.
O. G Schaefer and
ty sheriff election day, $2.00.
Red Cross Drug Co.
.

Agent.

,

JJA.T.&S.F.R.R
'

LOCAL TIME CARD
WE8T BOUND
Arrive

No.

'

l

1:50 P. M.
6:15 A. M.
.1 5:15 P. M.
6:85 P. M.

1

No

3
No. 7
No. 9

Depart
No.
No.
No.
No.

2:10 P. M.
6:20 A. M.
5:40 P. M.
7:00 P. M.

1
3
7
8

EA8T BOUND
Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No

9:10 P. M.

3
4
8

11:25

P.M.

, 1:15 Ai H.
1:45 P. M.

10

Depart
9:15 P. M.
11:30 P. M.
1:25 A. M.
2:10 P. M.

No-- 8
No. 4
No. 8

No. 10
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boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. X
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DIAMOND BRAND
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ean know, aa Best, Safest. Always Reliable
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sooty snow and debating whether he'll
plant pansies or sweet peas in the
clndery bed, where "th geraniums died
of inanition" Jtst summer.
As soon as lie sees evidences of
green in his bacK yard ne runs me
lawnmower over the few discouraged
blades of grass and amigens that he,
mighty of hand and brawny of arm.
is grasping the handles of a plow. He
sees the brown earth roll away from
the silvery bright plowshares; and,
with the reins looped over his shoul
ders in true plowboy style, he turns
the horses at the corner of the fence
by the hazel patch and heads back
across the field. No man In the coun
ty can run a furrow stralghter or drive
It deeper than he- The buzz of the
lawnmower is the music of the reaper
to htm.
The ctly farmer lives' in a land
where crops never fail. Lean years
come not, and there are no droughts
there nor any floods. The tree bring- eth forth his fruit in his season, and
when the harvest is passed and the
summer is ended his barn bursts with
the golden product of his fields. Could
he trade his lawnmower for a drill
plow cities would be depopulated, and
the problems of the farm life com'
mission would be solved.

"

FROM LITTLE
Eleanor
ESTABLISHED
OLD NEW YORK
Here is terrible news!
J
(
Glyn has quit this country in a huff
PUBLISHED BT
more
and threatens to write nothing
New York, March 4. The Board of shows his absolute unfitness for the
THE OPTIC mBU6HINGCd;,J
about us. The author of "Three
iMdOapoanTin)
City Record has won considerable position, .occupied by him. Some reWeeks" and some other piffle has
distinction by, going on record In de- spectable citizen was accosted by two
someVeil
but
M. M. PADGETT
Editor been In New York again,
New York Stock Exchange. beggars who worked together feud.
of
fiance
was
sad
She
wrong.
has
gone
thing
:
Considering the enormous wealth and when he refused to give them money,
ly disappointed at the reception ten
some
distance,
power which the New York Stock Ex they followed him for
dered her. When she landed there
s,
it is narrower in threatening him and insulting him in
You
was no salute from Fort Wadsworth,
Entered v t the Pottoffice at East no monster
manner.
When
rules
most
the
than
other
honor
and.
its
outrageous
her
any
in
arbitrary
parade,
La Vegas, New Mexico, for transmisstock exchange in the world and re the citizen met a policeman, he had
in fact, she was treated with no more
Mails
sion through the United States
And
deserved.
sorts to more petty grafting than any the two beggars arrested. When the
she
consideration that
at second class matter.
m how mad she is about it. Here
respectable institution of a simular prisoners were brought before the
nature in any other city would dare magistrate in question, the citizen
Is some of the things she says:
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES
write
I
to Indulge in. One of the most out- made his statement suported by the
something
time
"Every
Daily Per Year, by Carrier ....17.50
sore
of the arbitrary rules of tiie statement of the police officer. But
get
you
Americana
about
rageous
you
Daily Per Month, by Carrier... .65
book
I
last
Stock Exchance prohibits the magistrate sided with the begYork
spoke
In
New
and
my
peevish.
Daily Per Week, by Carrier .. .15
of any bonds or other se gars, berated the ' citizen for having
humorous way and
a
in
the
about
you
lbtlng
Weekly Optic and Stock Grower,
offended and found fault
curities not printed by the American caused the arrest of the "two un2.00 you got
Per Year, by Mail
have your
Americans
You
me.
Under this fortunates" instead of having aided
with
Bank Note Campany.
1.00
Six Months
COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS
have no sense of
American
Note Com them. The magistrate worked himbut
Bank
tho
you
rule
jokes,
TODAY'S
Advertisers are guaranteed, the
humor. In England, we are slow to
pany enjoys the practical monopoly self up to a high pitch of indignation
largest daily and weekly circulation see a
we can appreciate a
but
of
joke,
printing 'bonds and certificates for and concluded his severe criticism of
o any newspaper in northeastern New
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
HONEY AND STOCKS
humorous situation. I'm not going to
all corporations which desire their se- the "heartless persecutor of the poor"
Mexico.
Kansas City, March 4. Cattle, 300,
write any more books about you be
New York, March 4. Call money
curities to be listed on the New York by discharging the prisoners, although
Market is
100 southerns.
4
including
cause you can't understand them
Stock Exchange. Securities that are they had previously pleaded guilty to nominal; prime mercantile paper
SATURDAY, MARCH 4, 1911.
steers,
$5.509.75;
Native
Awful punishment, truly.
45. Bteady.
not so listed are excluded from "le- the charge of begging. It is scarcely 4
per cent Mexican dollars
southern steers, $5. 25 8; southern
If all the DeoDle in the United
gitimate" trading' on practically all necessary to remark that the district
117
62
Sugar
Amalgamated
GOVERNMENT BOND l'KOB States who didn't know that Mrs,
cows and heifers, $3. 50 5. 25; native
exchanges in the country, which cjlose- - in which that magistrate holds court
LEMS
Nonnern
nu-Great
105
cows and heifers, 3.205; Blockers
had written something about
Atchison
Iy foilov" tne runngs or me isew ion; is Infested with panhandlers of every
Central
and feeders, $1.755.90; buU,$4.50
York
Americans were asked to stand up,
New
123
body. It is not surprising that the description, many of them notorious preferred
An important change in the policy it is certain that about 90,000,000 of
Read5.?5; calves, o8; western steers,
120
Pacific
American Bank Note Company, have-In- e crooks.
106; Northern
western cows, $3.25
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of the United States government re- folk would complain at being disturb
the monopoly of printing bond3
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ing 154
writes
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time
5.25.
ed.
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Every
the
A neat little swindling trick was Union Pacific 171
and certificates, extorts absurdly
specting Its loans is involved in
Steel 75
i
about us we get sore ana peevisu;
Hogar2,500. Market steady to nve
high prices for its work,- - part of the flayed on a porter at the Hotel Plaza preferred 118
proposal to make future issues of Tk tartv Biirelv Is mistaken. The
$G.907.05;
Bulk,
cents
higher.
Panama bonds bear 3 per cent annual American people have forgotten all "Pay back your coin," I loudly cried graft going as commission to the by an elegantly dressed Englishman
and
85 6. 95;
packers
$6.
heavy,
went
the
The
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other
of
Stock Exchange.
stranger
managers
day.
Interest instead of 2 per cent, and to about Mrs. Glynn ana ner primw To one who owed me five.
$77.10.
light,
6.907.05;
butchers,
WOOL
When the City recently advertised to the Hotel Plaza and asked a pormarSheep None reported on the
provide that they shall not be avail- drivel, and are entirely too busy to "I need that, man," I blandly lied,
St. Louis, March 4. Wool Market
ter
to
two
certificates
him
the
tickets
for
for
bids
get
special
printing
over
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would
alive.
or
"If
I
sore
peevish
keep
either
be
ket
today.
able for use as a basis for national
for the contemplated JfiO.OOO.OOO bond for Boston on the afternoon limited unchanged. Territory and western
silly writings. If anybody is peevish He looked at me and what he said
fine .mediums, 16
bank notes.
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them
the
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have
at
several
mediums,
and
back,
1922;
responded.
issue,
Chills down my back bone sent.
it must be Mrs. Glyn.
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The New York Bank Note Company in an hour. The porter went for the 18; line, 1213.
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Notcost
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same
which
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for
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work,
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a 2 per cent government ibond, ex- morous situation?" Oh, yes we can
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withstanding the threat of the Stock was back at the appointed time. The'
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Exchange to refuge the listing of the Englishman carrying a leather bag,
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March
New
York,
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as she thinks she
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and
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cause they can be used for this pur- Is not as famous
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feeders, $45.90;
nominally
Tired and dusty, a party were re Record awarded the contract for the with parlor car coupons attached and, per
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pose, they sell for slightly more than stand Mrs. Glyn Is another matter. It
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my
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Company.
Simklns, a little, bald man, seated
might he just as well
furnishLight, $6.957.25;
is
cents,
investment
higher.
security,
purely
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
that wholesome Americans do fall to himself down to read, but dropped off outcome of this matter is awaited in moments; porter. I am just goinp
heavy, $6.70
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to
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greatest
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at the office all the evening!"
Try
Not for forty-on- e
years have buildings erected in colonial days and peculiar nature that it is believed by lion
value umlsa wmjd
they- were purcbiued by toe action of tn asrrioultural depart- idea.
"been
.In New York, at more or lesa lntereatlng on account expert that these fires are the work troubles, today.
a
okkb
ohep.
banks tor Increasing their bank note ment and the Pennsylvania state
this time of the ya-- and there la
some insane person or persons,
American reason to believe that the lowest of historical associations, were de- of
issues. Therefore It is proposed to game commission, both bodies work
"Gentlemen," said an
with a mania for incendiarism
and
or
in
around
New
Assessment notice
by
stroyed
flrej
who
some
had
to
been
3
listening
put out some per cent bonds, which ing in unison, to promote the raising
mark has not yet been reached. This York. Nearly in every case circum- with extraordinary cunning in cover
Notice is hereby givea to all tax
"
will be offered to investors. The of deer in enclosures of large area, "steep" stories, "you have all done astonishing etate of affairs is attribstances clearly Indicated Incendiarism ing up their tracks and destroying payers In Precinct Number 29 of the
house of representatives has passed appears decidedly advantageous
as your best, but I think my yarn will uted
to the hens in all parte of but not in a single case 'were the every clue.
partly
County of San Miguel, that I will be
the bill authorizing the change. It is well as practicable. It is said that make ours look small. I was once the country.
authorities
able
to
a
obtain
police
in
my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, bean administration measure and Is ex- during the last shooting season, COO treed by a most ferocious bull moose.
clue to the supposed incendiaries. The WOMAN'S GREATEST TROUBLE
tween
the hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m.
To
ammunimake
matters
worse,
my
pected to receive the approval of the deer were shipped out of two coun
Among New York's maglstrators other day a colonial house in Fresh
Big Sandy, Tenn. Mrs. Lucy Can until the 30th day of April, 1911, to
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a
much
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thought
at
largof
ties
Pennsylvania,
there are some decldely queer spec- Pond Road, Middle Village, Queens, trell, of this place,
"Every receive returns of all taxable propersays!
The total authorized issue of Pana- er profit than could have been ob loved ones at home tears came into
imens.
Every now and then one of in which Washington is said to --have two weeks, I had to. go to bed and ty. Those failing to do so within the
ma bonds is $375,200,980, of which tained from the same number of cat- my eyes, rolled down on to the palm
them will gain notoriety by some ec- slept ohe night, was destroyed by stay there several days. I suffered specified t'me will be assessed by me
of my hand and froze hard as marabout $84,500,000 have been issued, tle.
centric ruling, while another one will fire of clearly' incendiary nature. Six untold misery.
Nothing eeemed to according to Section 4035 of the comA
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2
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through
annual interest.
happy thought
bearing
per
Probably no state is better adapted
make himself ridiculous by some hours later the barn belonging to that help me, until I tried .Cardul, the wo- piled laws of 1897, and a penalty of
AH except about $1,000,000 of these for this comparatively new industry my mind. Taking the frozen tears,
are owned by Shanks. About $142,000,-00- 0 than Pennsylvania, for that state has I rammed them into my gun, blazed asinine decision. A few days, ago one sami house burned to the ground. man's tonic, although.; I had been 25 per cent will be imposed on those
of these judicial misfits distinguished The police believe that they have to afflicted with
every , .womanly weak- who fall to make returns.
have been expended out of the thousands of acres of sterile, moun away, killed the moose, and then,
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earth."
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laugh turned against him in his little
sued.
will be appropriated."
movement
o
joke against the Blazes Fire InsurA somewhat similar
ance company.
the
for
however
propagaE A 1 It TO O KG AN I Z E I L A,liO K designed,
F.opson How?
tion of smaller game like grouse and
New
in
Flipson He insured 500 cigars,
under
is
Jersey
way
quail,
It is no disparagement to other and other states containing moors and smoked them, and then sent in a
branches of organized labor in this waste land. Evidently the time is ap- claim on the ground that they were
country to say that the Typographical proaching when America will be de- destroyed by fire.
Union represents the highest stand- riving revenue on .as large a scale
Flopson And they laughed at him,
ard of Intelligence and fairness in from her game preserves, as England I suppose?
its dealings with employers. Two and some other European countries
Flopson No, they had him arrestlai-ted on a charge of setting fire to his
this are doing today.
strongly
substantiating
statement stand out clearly in the
Government encouragement should own property.
labor, troubles affecting the Chicago be given to the extension of the idea,
papers, which were effectually set- so that eventually ' the bleak New
"What cher lookin' so puzzled about
tled when the president of the inter- England hillsides and the mountains Jimmy?" asked the boy in the red
national union promptly repudiated of the interior shall afford their mea- jumper.
the strike which involved a breaking sure of financial profit to the people
Biggest problem 1 ve been up
o? the solemn contract on the part of of a
progressive and prolific country, against fer some time," grumbled the
the Chicago union. The first corrobo
o
lad .with the snow shovel.
rative fact is that the violation of
"Let me in on it?"
an agreement by the Typographical THE .LAWNMOWER FARM ER
Mrs. Jones says if I don't
t "Why,
union as a whole is a very rare ex
clean her wal.. off at once she will make
The lawnmower Is the little brother
ception, and the second is thatPresl
it imterestin' fer me, an if I don't
of
the plow. The city man who owns clean our own walk off first dad will
dent Lynch lost no time in refusing
lawnmower
the official sanction necessary to a a personally, conducted
make It doubly interestin' fer me "
has an ear that is still attuned to the
successful strike.
Exchange.
The example of President Lynch is siren song of the soil. It Is useless
to
of
back
the
to
the
gospel
preach
one which commends itself to all the
The man in bed had never been
high officials of union labor, for no farm to him who lives in a flat and sick before. The doctor wishing to
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED BY EXPRESS SOME VERY EXCLUSIVE STYLES OF OUR
GREAT
policy can be more "unfair" than sings "Home, Sweet Home" without ascertain his temperature pointed the
his
heart
has
life
in
that
enfeeling
that of repudiation of contracts
thermometer to him and commandtered into In good faith. This has cheated him.
ed:
When the' bud grows restless in its
been done many times, but rarely by
"Open your mouth, Jim."
THE LINES AND STYLES OF THESE SUITS STAND SECOND TO NONE.
the unions affiliated with the print- sheath and there is a stir in the mold
"Wait a minute, doc," objected the
REMEMBER EVERY SUIT. IS WARRANTED AND GUARANTEED
ing and publishing trades- No policy, which covers the bed where the flow patient. "I don't believe I can swal
TO ; G(VE THE
on the other hand, can be "fairer" ers sleep the transplanted farmer low that."
BEST OF SATISFACTION, $20.00 TO
... j
Judge.
AT
...
.
'
to organized labor in all its depart- sharpens! up $&w old jlawnmower and
ments than that involving the sum- remarks with' assumed displeasure
Many a married man who might
mary condemnation of such viola- that he supposes that he will have to make a fortune is handicapped be'THE
tions, particularly when they cause be trimming the front yard. While cause hisi-wifdemands too much of
ist- iiKv
.
(55 tsnliy
515-51- 7
'
large property loss and widespread the owner of a choice quarter section his attention.'
v
Raik;
Opposite Casfan- and annoyance to is overturning the clods where the
inconvenience
That's-- rlgfit.
Just as soon I" as
" '
!fu
road Avenue."
thousands nf persons wholly uncon- corn will rustle its leaves in the au Fortune begins to flirt with him .his
eda Hotel.
cerned in 'the merits of the contro tumn his city cousin is sprinkling wife gets Jealous," Catholic Standard
versies that arise.
Irarden seed on the last patches of Und Times..
- ' t
5 f
Spv
to W
V W VV
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tlve and Cheap.
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Tit-Bit-

$290,-000,00-

Jit-Bat- s.

Varied as the Tints of the Wings of Butterflies are the NewShades of the
NewJGoods
We Show for This Spring. We Shall Not Try to Tell You What Our New
Spring Goods Look Like. This is Impossible. We, However,
Invite You to Visit Our Store and See the Enchanting
New Things This Spring Season Offers.

Percival B. Palmer and Redfern Suits for Women

-

,

$4-0.0-

x

Store of Quality"

':)

E. Las Vegas.

ann.m:

LAS VFHAS nATT V

Tbe Prescripti
onist

PERSONALS
.
Leandrn nQ..,
cl ui v. napento was
in town today.
v.
Mrs. Pat
Ortega went this .ifter-noo- n
tnto yish relative,
.
UJ
ol Aiora, was
among . 4e visitors- In ihu rif.
... J w

The man who does
the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why-- the
man on
whom everything depends.

Our responsibility is
never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store Is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill
your
prescription.

WINTERS

DRUG

.

CO.

Pbone Maiu 3

WE HAVE A
NICE LINE OF
FRESH MEAT

T"

PORK
MUTTON
VEAL

HAMS AND
BACON

.

JOHN. A. PAPEN
PHONE

-

-:-

144 AND 145,

ROSENTHAL

DIESJF

TO TURN WATER
INTO RESERVOIR

this

evening-- '

W. P. Southard, who is to take the

0
MARCH 0

management of the Las Vegas Light
and Power company which was resigned some time ago by E. C. Butler,
IMMENSE
STORAGE
Basin OF arrived this afternoon, accompanied
by "Mrs;1 Southard, from his former
AGUA PURA COMPANY IS
'

NOW

COMPLETED

Wednesday, March 8 will be a big
day for the Agua Pura company as
on that date it will witness the completion of its big storage reservoir,
which will increase the capacity ot
the company's lakes and reservoirs
liO.000,000 gallons. The work is practically complete at present, but Man
age"r F. H. Pierce thought it best to
allow the cement to harden before
turning in the water. Some time
Wednesday the water will be turned
in and the reservoir will be filled
quickly as the reservoirs farther up
the canyon are filled to capacity. If
the weather will permit Mr. Pierce
will take a party of Das Vegas peolocated
ple to the reservoir, which is
in the Peterson canyon, to witness the
turning in of the water.
Ice for the Agua Pura company is
still coming in rapidly from Lake
to
George, Colo- - Mr. Pierce expects
tembefore
freezing
a
crop
good
reap
received
perature is at an end. He
from
Stephen
a
message
this morning
harPowers, who has charge of the Investing' of the ice, conveying the
formation that the temperature at
Lake George this morning was four
Pura
degrees below zero. The'Agua
company has sent large quantities
of Lake George ice to Albuquerque
and Galtap to fill its contracts with
the Santa Fe railway. At present it
ice
is storing ice in the Santa Fe
houses here.

Raton, X. M., March 4. Conductor
George S. Brown, wiio was horribly
injured in an explosion of Santa Fe
engine 933 yesterday near Earl, Colo.,
died four hours after he was taken to
the company hospital at La Junta.
The other tthir-avlotlm. Buictneer
:

-

tu wiUW1
John
Zuech and Brakeman
Dale.
pany, who resides in Mew YorK rmt tbfmgb baQly
and burned, win
who has been in AiDuquerque
ior likely Tecover.

jwnreu v,.

.

several weeks personally managing the
affairs of the power companies In
which he Is interested in New Mexico. Mr. Southard is a man of experience iiu the management of elec-trirailwa y ' and power plants. He
will have, as did Mr. Butler, the management I of the Albuquerque Gas,
Electrict 'Light and Power company.
Mr. Durbin said today he had no special announcements to make for the
future other than that a high standard of service would continue to be
maintained ihere by his company.
;

4n'r
THE DEVIL

KEEPS LENT

The deyftsat on a cake of ice
And held his aching brow. ,
The words lie used were not
,

real

nicef,
'

we'll, not repeat 'em now.
"I'm out of a job for forty days
So

Conductor Brown was 37 years old
and a native of Tennessee, where the
body will be sent for burial. He had
been with the Santa Fe nine years
with a run out of Raton. He was un
married. His death Is generally de
plored here, where he was universal
ly popular. This was proved by his
election last fail as a member of the
conven
New Mexico constitutional
tion from Colfax county. In this con
vention he ably represented the in
terests of the railroad employes of
the territory.
Further details of yesterday's hor
rible accident show that Conductor
Brown' was sitting in the? engine cab
occurred. He
when t,he exDlosion
sustained the loss of both eyes by
the explosion. - Engineer Wooster,
Fireman Zuech and Brakeman Dale
burned and
were quite seriously
scalded. 'The locomotive was badly
demolished. Pieces of hotjteel with
burning coal and red hot iron were
thrown high into the air, falling on
either side of the track. It is stated
that the explosion occurred when the
fire box blew up, caused, it is, declar
ed, by running on low water. Brown
was blown from the engine cab.
The train was on its way to
to sidetrack and await a pas
senger, and it is said, was running
on low water. Brakeman Dale was
on the front end of the string of
freight cars near the engine and was
knocked off by the force of the explosion and slightly burned. Like Conductor Brown, the fireman and en
gineer had no chance of esoaipe, and
were hurled violently from the loco
motive and burned by escaping steam
and pelted by falling pieces of red hot
steel and Iron. Conductor Brown received the full force of the explosion. His clothes were burned from
his body by the hot coals that came
down upon him and the fleslh of his
body was cooked, hanging from his
bones by threads. .
Badly burned, his clothes torn and
his hands bleeding, Brakeman Dale
ran to the telegraph office at Earl and
flashed the message to the Trinidad
'"' r
offices 'of the accident.

And rm !fu4iof discontent
For the, World has quit its evil ways
And is Urtctly keeping Lent.
With rid jffesh fuel coming in
For full eix weeks, more
I am convinced ail sure as sin
That Hell will sure freeze o'er."
Then, a smile came on his evil face
And he gave a knowing leer
"With other folks we will keep pace
And observe Ash Wednesday here."
FELLOWS
ATTENTION ODD
Then ever victim in his land
Ml Brothers and visiting Brothers
.
He buried in hot ashes
funeral
are requested to attend the Bradfeet to beat the
their
eoorcaed
That
H.
Dr.
C
services of the late
band t
Presbyterian
ley, to be held at the
burned off- 'their eye lashes
And
2:30
-at
church, tomorrow afternoon
This stunt so pleased the devil tl.at
o'clock.
He held a high carouse
ELWOOD,
T. M.
his hat
Secretary-- He put hot lava in
And acquired a brimstone souse.
He f eft Info a drunken nap
From which, het did not rise
-WiiVe hear d a thunder clap
And Easter warmed the skies.
FOOD Tm neace ' came , down upon the
'
earth -Has helped
sin
and
war
of
man
In place
many a
To palace and tp humble b
to do better
No death or pain crept rn.
work
,,f
In all the passing flights of yitCB
Well-,,ville' i1
bent
Read "The Road to
TTnlesa my memory's
in package.
Try a dram of Old Taylor' pourbon
has reached ray errs
No word
at
the Opera bar. Serted from bar- Lent
Of tb; devil keeping
a.
-

Grape Nuts
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"There's

Reason"
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In buying baking powder

examine the label and take
only a brand shown to be
made with Cream ol Tartar

-

Mrs. Arthur Langston left this
where she will
visit her mother for several
days.
Joe Keeble and son Emmet,
have returned from Iowa and will
make-L- as
Vegas their permanent
home. ' "
Assistant District Attorney Louis
C. Hfeld has returned from Santa
Fe,
where he had been for a few
days
on business before the New Mexico
supreme court.
. C. K$4.85 for This Week
Durbin, president of the cor
poration owning the Las Vegas Traction and Power company, is In town
?11 Ao for a $15.00 Vernis
from his home in New York, loo!;:ng
Martin bed with
Contin
arter official business.
uous Posts.
"Buster" Cunningham, son o! Mr
uu wrs. Charles Cunningham cf
$11.65 for $15.00 Square Post
Springer, came in this afternoon for
a visit to his grandparents, Dr. and Vernis Martin Iron Beds, the
newest novelty.
Mrs. J. m. Cunnineham.
G. H. Rhodes, who resides on
$13.95 for a $17.50 Erass Bed
mesa farm, was in Las Vegas today.
with
Posts, a royal treat
He says snow is still lying on the for"
those wanting a Brass Bed.
ground in tliat locality to a depth of
from feur to six inches.
Look at window display for
Miss Lola Hlxenbaugh, a student
Big Reductions in other metal
of the Normal University, left yesbeds.
terday afternoon for Raton, here she
will spend her vacation with her
father, Abe Hlxenuaugb, sheriaf of
Colfax county.
Henry Gok.a who has been sick
since December, and confined to his
home in this city, will leave Monday
next for San Antonio, Tex., for an
extended sojourn in the hope of benefiting his health.
Opposite Y. M. C. A.', E. Las Vegas
J. H. McDuffee, of Denver, well
known in Las Vegas, was in the
city between trains last evening on
his way to Santa Fe. He was joined CONDUCTOR
BROWN
here by R. J. Tau'pert, who accom
panied him to the capital city.
INJURIES
Charles C. Catron, assistant district
attorney of the First judicial district
and prominent Santa Fe lawyer, was OTHER VICTIMS OF ENGINE EX
an arrival in Las Vegas last night,
PLOSION ON SANTA FE YESspending the day here attending to
TERDAY WILL LIVE
legal business. He will return home

TIE

.

Axt OAiUKUAI, MAKLH

A S6.25 Iron Bed Any
Color or Size. With
Brass Top Rods and
Knobs

ALSO DRESSERS

CHICKENS

1

.

mum

Miss Mildred llornbein entertained
this afternoon at La Casa de Ramoiia
lor her sisler, Miiis Kose Horubein
of Denver, who is to be her guest, for
several days.

Tbe Spring Chicken crowd enjoyed
its last dunce before the beginning of
Lent Monday evening when several
couples "shook a foot" in the O. R.
C. hall. The Spring Chickens, though
the youngest and most recently organized social clique, are enjoying
many social good times this season.

-
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BIG SALE OFi
METAL BEDS

.I
11

wa.

CREAM

out dancing but continue to go to
the theater. Others have made other
little sacrifices of pleasure. The result has been a considerable lessen
ing of social events. Dinner parties
and informal card parties will be the
principal pastimes during Lent.

A pure, wholesome,

reliable Grape
Cream ol Tartar Baking Powder.
Improves the flavor and adds
to the hcalthfulncss o! the food.

Monday evening the Commercial
club rooms were the scene of an en- Women

joyable event, a card party given by
the club for its members and their
friends. The entertainment committee, of which Dr. H. W. Heymann is
chairman, had planned a delightful en
tertainment, which it carried out

To delightful bridge patties we-given this week by Mrs. E. J.
The first, on Tuesday after
noon, was given in honor of Mrs. J.
M. Amsden of Ashtabula, O., who Is
the guest of her sister, Mrs. C. S.
liosey. Prizes were won by Mrs.
Amsden, and Mrs. Charles A. Spiess.
Thursday afternoon Mrs. McWenle en- tertained her Bridge club. The prize
was won by Mrs. H. S. VanPetten.
e

e.

Mrs. Charles W. G. Ward entertain'

ed a small company of friends at
bridge yesterday afternoon at her
home on Seventh street. The prize,
a bouquet vof pink roses, was won by
Mi-s-.
H. W. Heymann. Mrs. Ward's
guests were Mrs. H. W. Heymann,
Miss Helen Cunningham, Miss Marguerite Cunningham, Miss Helen Schae- fer. Miss Helen Kelly, Miss Marv
C'oors and Mrs. Charles P. Trumbull.

business and society men of Las Vegas will be taught
to swim before this time next week.
Friday evening has practically been
set as the date for the installation
of Las Veghs dam of the Independent Ordelf of Beavers. The candidates will 'l,swim the muddv wa
ters." Whteh'u one of. the require.
Fe dam will send
team here to superintend the 'work. The charter
class will go in with about 100 members, according to present indications.
Many prominent

Wednesday evening Mr. and Mrs.
W. C. Dennis entertained the mem
bers of the two basketball teams of
the Las Vegas High school at a line
party at the Photoplay followed by
a luncheon. Mr. and Mrs. ' Dennis'
guests were Superintendent and Mrs.
Rufus Meade, Pricipal B. S. Hale, Or-ri-n
Blood and Ted Hayward, who officiated as referees in several games
this year, Misses Phoebe Hart, Alice
Coors, Opal Jones, Audrey Burns,
Marie Maloney, Louis Wells, Gladys
McVay, and Marie Mann of the girls'
team; John Weeb, Leo Condon, Tom
Truder, "Chub" Swallow and Frank
'
Winters, of the men's team.
Lent is having its influence in society circles and it Is likely that no
formal parties or dances will be held
until after Easter Sunday. Though
the persons who are observing Lent
strictly are not in the majority nearly
everybody is making some observance
of the period of fasting and prayer.
Some have given up candy and other
good things to eat. Some have cut

SUHHY

1

Monday

Capacity House Greets
Best Show of the Season
It's seldom, if ever,
You'll find them together,
"The Time, the Place and the Girl "
But you did last night What's
more it was a capacity house that
greeted this musical comedy, which
was the best attraction of the season.
And such a combination, a good show
and a big house, are unusual for Las
Vegas.
"The Time, the Place and the Girl"
is not a musical comedy, but a comedy with music. That is to say, that
its dramatic values are sufficient to
provide an evening's entertainment,
even If tJhere were no songs to en- llvwn th proceedings. It is lettltl- ma.te oomedjr, wills a. oan plot &nrt
situations aiul legitimately enhanced
by two or three delightful reproductions of unusual and amusing character types.
Pretty songs make it doubly attractive. There are a dozen musical numbers In the play, but they ar$ never
in the way of the plot development.
The particular hits are "Thursday Is
my Jonah Day," "It's Lonesome Tonight," "Blow the Smoke Away", and
Dixie I Love You." A large and agile
chorus assists In the rendition of the
score.

dirt-starti-

$100,000.00

COMPANY

of Michigan.

Read the Label and remember that

I

"Alum, sodium alnm, basic aluminum sulphate,
sulphate of aluminum, all mean the same thing

namely, BURNT

ALVM."-Kan-

DR. C. II. BRADLEY

PNEUMONIA VICTIM
FEW DAYS' ILLNESS PROVES
TAL TO A LEADING LAS VE-

FA-

GAS PHYSICIAN

After an illness of but a few days.

Dr. Charles Howe Bradley succumbed

to the ravages of penumonia shortly
after 10:30 o'clock last night. Death

came at Dr. Bradley's home, 801 Sixth
street. Dr. Bradley was seized with
a severe cold a few days ago. Not believing his condition to be serious he
refused to neglect his practice and re
ceive treatment
Later the cold developed into pneumonia.
Everything
possible was done in an effort to combe tha dtmw but Dr. Bradley rapidly gMW worw until
clumed
him.
Dr. Bradley had been

State Board ofHtahh.

$a$

dli

he grew to manhood. Early in life
he decided to take up the profession
of medicine. With this end la view
he matriculated in Harvard College,
from the medical department Of which
he was graduated with honors. He
began the practice of medicine in
Haverhill, where he met with great
success. Upon signs of the failure of
his health Dr. Bradley decided to locate in the southwest.
Dr. Bradley was a staunch Presbyterian and for many years was a ruling elder in the First Presbyterian
church in this city. His abiding Chris-tio- n
faith, with which was coupled
works of charity and human kindness
were sources of admiration to his
friends and of great comfort to himself. Dr. Bradley was a member of
the Independent Order of Odd Fellows, the Degree ol Rebekah and the
Fraternal Brotherhood.
wno reotdM In H&verMH, and two
od 15, and C&ar-children, Charles,
lotte, aged 14. .The funeral will be
held tomorrow afternoon at 2:80 o'clock from the Firsrt Presbyterian
church. The services will be conducted by the Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor of the church. The body will be
taken next week to Haverhill for
burial. It will be accompanied by the
two children and Mrs. J. M. Cunning
,
ham, an old 'rlend of the family.

Best draught beer In the city, at
tbe Lobby, of course.

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Famished on All Kinds of
Building Job Work a Specialty
Phone, Main 336 Opposite Optio

J. M. CUNNINOHAM, Praldeat,
0.

PRANK SPR1NOER, Vlca Pmldent,
T. HOSKiNS, Cashier,
P. B. JANUARY, Ast. CuhUr.

Surplum

080,000.00

1

Your Happiness

ng

Will" begin the very day that you open a savings
account with us. We do not expect you to start

with a large sum.
'
depositors in

Many of the most prosperous

Our Savings Bank
v

Began with as little as five dollars. Why don't
to
you start as they did? You wH never be able
'
spare the money better than toay.
"v

;

CHICAGO

Prof. Vaaghan, Utiivernty

Las Utgas

t

.

" I am quite positive that the use ol alnm baking
powder should be condemned."

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

used in any kind" of water-h- ard,
soft, cold, lukewarm,
hotor boiling and the
suits are always the same. I
THE N. K. FAIRBANK

Both Reduce the Ilealthtulness
of the Food.

San Miguel National Bank

qualities not found in
any other soap. It makes the
dirt fly before it, and saves
time, rubbing, clothes and
backs. Sunny Monday can be

J..--

No Lime Phosphate

h

laundry

soap contains marvelous

No Alum

a resident of
Las Vegas for fifteen years. With
h's wife, who died in March 1906, Dr.
Bradley left his home in Haverhill,
Mass., and went to El Paso, Tex.,
early in 1906. He remained in that
city but three monlths, coming directly
to Las Vegas where he had resided
since. Dr. Bradley early took a leading place among the ranks of his
profession in this city, a position
which he occupied until the lime of
his death. Though he did not enjoy
the best of health, Djd. Bradley posA Mother's Safeguard
sessed a cheerful disposition. ' He was
Foley's Honey and Tar for the chil a man of more than ordinary considdren. Is best and safest for all eration for the happiness of those with
coughs, colds, croup, whooping-cougwhom he came in contact. He fillO. G.
No opiates.
and bronchitis.
ed a unique and valued position in
Schaefer and Red Cross Diig Co.
this community and his calling away
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged will bring real sorrow to many hearts.
Dr. Bradley was born fifty-tw- o
years
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
ago in Haverhill, Mass., in which city

CmpHmlPmldln

I

mm.
Sunny

to Organize
State Federation of Clubs
For the purpose of organizing a
state federation of women's clubs for
New Mexico a convention made up of
representatives of the various clubs
of the territory will meet in Las Cru-ce- s
a weeki from Monday. Mrs, Phillip X. Moore, president of the General
Federation of Women's clubs, will be
present. All inquiries and suggestions regarding the convention may
be obtained by writing Mrs. George
W. Frenger, Las Cruces. New Mexico is the only state in the union In
which a federation of clubs does not
exist. The committees in charee of
the convention have arranged an excellent program and will provide for
the comfortable entertainment of delegates. The program will continue
two entire days beginning Monday
morning March 13.

-

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAFift

o
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MASTER'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE marce street, and subject to the pub-- 1 light plant and the electric railway upon 300 first morgage coupon bonds
...1.1 J. i"
ii anaa town limits oi.
lL. cuy
AND PERSONAL
PROPERTY
LOBBY
"uuhuw
'Together with
7
$300,000.00, issued by THE
aggregating
I
... .
.
and
the
. .
all
singular
Public notice is hereby given, that I,
' SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS .
ana
01
1M3
lu"n
said
Las
Vegas Railway & Power
VS8
"V
plant, improvements, buildings and
the undersigned, special master, un- structures
of every description there which said Ordinance No. 46, and said Company to the Trust Company of St
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
der and by virtue of a decree and on situate, and the appurtenances contract with said conunissionera was Louis
County, and secured by said THE BEST
folthereunto
belonging. Including the
Judgment rendered in the District
duly assigned by the said William A. deeds of trust above mentioned, covCourt of the Fourth Judicial District lowing described machinery and plant, Buddecke o the said Las Vegas Rail- ering the
property above described.
of the Territory of New Mexico, In
way and Power Company. '
The amount due to the date of sale,
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
Boiler No. 1, made by the Erie City
and for the county of San Miguel, on
Also a certain franchise granted by including principal and interest
being
A.
of
the 5th day
D. 1908, Iron Works;
December,
the County Commissioners of the $350,820.80,
not Including costs of
in cause No. 6504, on the docket of
No. 2, made by ' Fairbanks, County of San Miguel,
Boiler
of court and costs of sale and attorneys CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M F. o. E. Meets first and third Tuesday
territory
Comsaid
entitled
The
Trust
court,
1 pany of St. Louis county, trustee, vs. Morse and Company;
New Mexico, Jo The Las Vegas Light fees to be fixed
evenings each month, at I'raternaJ
Regular communiby said district court
brotherhood ball. Visiting Brothers
Boiler No. 3, made by the Erie City and Fuel company, dated December of San Miguel
Las Vegas Railway and Power coma
Ural
ul
cation
County.
are
pany and William A. Buddecke, and Iron Works;
cordially Jntited. B. F. McGulra,
9th 1896, confirming to it the franThe foregoing property, is the same
third Thursday in
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said land being described as Lots 1 sioners of San
after
days
that cause backache, rheumatism, nerlast appearance of
Branded
adMiguel county. New cribed in, and ordered sold hv said
among them. Why not take Cham- to 11, tooth Inclusive, of eald Block
vertisement said eatrsv -- 11 this
vousness and all kidney and bladder
v.
On left ribs
2,
berlain's Cough Remedy and cure your of Teitlebaum'a
Mexico,
the
said
judgment
William
Budand
by
decree
this
rendered in said irregularities. They build up and reBoard for the benefit of the
by
Addition to East Las
Said animal belnr iinicnnmn tr. Tk ? owner
cold while you can? For sale
when found.
by all Vegas. Together with the land op- decke for the purpose of maintaining, cause above entitled and mentioned. store the natural action of thnna vital Board, unless
1.
claimed
hv
druggists.
n,r,A.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
posite said lots now ocupied by Cora-- I operating and conducting' an electric
The said Judgment- - was rendered organs. O. G. Schaefer nd Par' rvna before March 24. 'll.said dAt
ia
Drug Co.
days after last appearance of this ad- - First pub. Mar. 3, last
pub. Mar. 14,
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J The Most
Healing Drugs Known
to Medical Science
Are Obtained from the AMOLE ROOT
The Only iSoap Factory in the World Today That Knows the
Secret Process of flaking Toilet Soap From This Root is the X

AMO

LJJJLs

'Via.,

CO

PEORIA, ILLINOIS

Amole Plain Soap
Amole Rose Soap

Amole Shampoo
Amole
Cream

All Dealer

R-Os-

I'

e

r
ll: 00. Lmeu nam u a ally,
except Mondays 4:15.
This church, is open dally for pri
vate prayer and meditation.

aeprmoti

Irish lace enters into most of the
rad band emforoldery is lav
ishly or scantily applied. Bold embroidery on the etamine Is an easy
an n:
matter and there are many very
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
charming blouse patterns of this material made on the usual plain blouse
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
and kimono sleeve lines and ornaavenue and Tenth street.
New York, March 4. Although the slightly fulled, but in heavier materimented around the neck, on the bod
Morning worship and sermon at 11 temperature is still rather uncom- als, such as linen, serge, etc., the
ice front and on the sleeve bottoms
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE o'clock. Bible Study and Sunday
fortably chilly and raw, the spring skirt top is usually fitted a little to with rather heavy embroidery In RusAdrian
CONCEPTION
Rabeyrolle, school session at 9:45 a. m. Young season is
approaching with giant th figure curves and usually mounts sian or Oriental colors. These patpastor.
People's Society at 7 p. m.
strides. The big fashion shops in the only a short distance above the nor- terns are
easily put together and if
First mass at 7 a. m.; second mass
The church extends a most hearty down-tow- n
districts are making fine mal waist line. One often finds the a high collar is desired it is not difat 10 a. m. Sunday school in English Invitation to all people.
Strangers displays of spring and summer goods top of a linen skirt scalloped and
ficult to fill in the Dutch neck with a
and Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish at and sojourners in the city especially and
styles and are giving the devo buttonholed fon finish and then fas tiny guimpe and collar of tulle or
1:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction welcome.
tees of fashion the first, most delight' tened firmly to the bodice:
other lace insertion.
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
ful glimpses of the novelties' of the
These skirts are difficult to launder
The bead embroideries are still
m.
SCIENCE
SOCIETY, coming season. There are scores of well in linen; and if a linen frock is
CHRISTIAN
Cathechism for English speaking
exploited, particularly In
considerably
morn
most charming frocks in linen, to be tubbed early and often it is
Regular services every Sunday
the
on
4
and
with
the chiffons and uilk
connection
on
m.,
p.
children
Tuesday
white wise to join skirt and waist at the
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even muslin, summer silks, voile,
Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speak- ing at 8 o'clock In O. R. C. hall, serge and in a host of other materi- normal waist line or a little above etamines- One finds them even on
the cotton etamies, but more approing children on Thursday 4 p. m.f and Pioneer building. All are welcome.
als suitable for spring and summer and if a more short waisted effect
for cotton and linen materials
on Saturday at 9 a. m.
wear, though In this time of triumph is desired to produce it by an priate
seem
French knot embroideries,
the
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE
Douglas for sheer and light weight fabrics arrangement of wide belt or girdle.
so nearly
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORavenue and Ninth street, J. S. Raisin, many of the new models might as Where tubbing is not to be consider- which reproduce the bead
reveals the
ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
close
that
scrutiny
only
rabbi.
appropriately be worn now as later. ed or where in sheer cottons or linens
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third SunServices and sermon every Friday The voiles and silk etamines, the the shaping may be done by small difference.
day excepted. Second mass 8:30, night at 8 o'clock. Services for chil- nets and crepes, etc., are all the year tucks or
Experiments in the line of the diplaits or the folds may hang
sermon in English, hymns rendered dren and Sabbath school every Satur
vided
skirt, or rather the trouser
round materials now.
straight and full, the very short waist
direction
the
under
children
the
still
appear from lime to time,
by
day morning at 10 o'clock.
Nothing seems to threaten the ki- need not present any great difficulties skirt, there seems to be no feminine
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
though
mono or peasant sleeve with extinc for the laundress.
enthusiasm regarding it A rather
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
Will
Interest
This
Mothers
tion and the skirt lines show no
Judging from the displays in the good looking mannish version of the
4
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
but one sees more of the shops, pink will be worn a great deal
which was shown in one of the
Benediction of the Blessed Sacra Children, a Certain Relief for Fever-lshnes- change,
and Directoire lines during the coming summer season. Idea
Empire
frankly
on Fifth avenue, is
establishments
ment At the New Mexico Hospital
Headache, Bad Stomach, than
has been noticeable on this side There are many delightful shades of
of a black satin trotting suit
for the Insane mass every fourth teething disorders, move and regulate of
part
the water during the winter sea- that color, from delicate fose petal with
the Bowels and destroy Worms. They
severely tailored short coat on
Sunday by the pastor.
break up Colds in 24 hours. They son and these lines have invaded the to glowing cerise. Many of these
order and a skirt that
smoker
the
are so pleasant to the taste Children realm of the street frocks instead pinks are used, as they were during
seems to be merely
METHODIST EPISCOPAL like them. Over 10,000 testimonials.
at
first
FIRST
glance
of being restricted to evening and the winter, to relieve more sombre
one
Cor. Eighth street and Na Used by Mothers for 22 years. They
of
CHURCH
the
straight, narrow, piain
house frocks as they have been be- hues. At one of th shops a toilet
inverted plaits front and
with
models
tional avenue, hi. C. Anderson, pastor. never fail. Sold by all Druggists, 25c.
Sample mailed FREE. Address, Al fore. Even this winter, while most was shown that was extremely chic back, but examined more closely
Sermon
9:45.
at
by
school
Sunday
e
len S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
of the waist lines have been raised It consisted of a clinging
shows an opening running up a litthe pastor at 11. Junior League at 2:30
character
definite
a
trifle
me
the
of
smoke
tunic
Empire
of
frock
gray
at
6:30;
tle
way from the hem in middle front
p. m.; Epworth League
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
has been lacking in street toilets.
teore. the skirt of the tunic opening and back and with the fullness so
7:30.
at
service
evening preaching
by local applications, as they cannot
In one of the fashionable shops up a little at each side near the botA cordial invitation Is extended to reach the diseased portion of the ear.
arranged that it forms trouserline
was shown the other day a pi- tom, with buttons of the material
there
deafof
to
one
cure
woi
is
There
way
no
other
only
have
place
who
openings around the ankles of the
all
ness, and that is by constitutional quant little trotting costume in very bordering the openings. Below this wearer.
ship to attend divine services at this remedies. Deafness is caused by an dark blue voile
whose simple "straight long, close and simple tunic showed
church.
Hats designed for the between-sea-soinflamed condition of the mucous lin skirt rose to a waist line just below a skirt of a delicious rose or cerise
wear are strongly indicative of
Eustachian
When
Tube.
ing of the
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main this tube is inflamed you have a rum- tihe bust, where it met a double cape meteore, untrimmed and just clearing what we are to have for the coming
were of the
avenue and Sixth street.
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and that fell over the shoulders and upper the ground. Stockings
and summer. Oddity of shape
arm to the waist line and was the cerise exactly matching the skirt, but spring
is
Deafness
when
it
closed,
entirely
a.
morning
9:45
m.;
school
Is the most noticeable charSunday
and
line
and unless the inflam- same length in the back. This capo the smart pumps were of the gray
is the
service 11:00 a. m.: B. Y. P. U., 6:30 mation result,
in many Instances this be
acteristic,
can be taken out and this tube
a
and
concealed the bodice save in satin. A tiny yoke of cerise
p. m.; evening service, 7:30 p. m.
extraordinary.
restored to its normal condition, hear- quite
quite
duJl red glimpse of the cerise bordering the ing
The Rev. O. P. Miles of St. Louis, ing will be destroyed forever; nine front, where a collar of
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS
were
the
only
over
the
turned
back
Caleaving a peasant sleeves
capes,
ten
caused
are
out
of
cases
by
Mo., will occupy the pulpit.
and
the
vivid
inflaman
of
but
touches
color,
V
the
shaped opening where the guinrpe
Tki tuihUn la cordially invited to tarrh, which is nothing
ed condloni of the mucous surfaces. of the bodice was revealed. A little voke was Dartlv
hidden under a A
Cold, La Grippe, then Pneumonia
services.
all
or
any
We wfll give One Hundred Dollars of the peasant sleeve with red cuff Dutch collar of lace. A gray cordeliere
Is too. of ten the fatal sequence. Folfor any case of Deafness (caused by
below the cape, as did a served to define the high waist line. ey's Honey and Tar expel the cold,
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH catarrh) that cannot be cured by showed
The fine cotton etamines are en-- . checks the la grippe, and prevents
and Eighth street. Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circul girdle of 'the red silk, which was tied
and reliIn
fronta
bow
ars
in
free.
square plump
joying a tremendous vogue, both for penumonia. It la a prompt
Rev. J. S. Moore, pasbui.
no
contains
medicine
that
able
O.
&
cough
CHENEY
CO.,
F.
Toledo,
J.
The models in soft sheer materials blouses and for frocks and are made
narcotics. It is as safe for your chilFirst Sunday In Lent, March 5, 1911.
Sold by Drupgists, 75c.
as
or
as
or
almost
as
show
skirts falling straight
elaborately
simply
up
dren aa yourself. O. G. Schaefer and
Hniv flnmmunlon 7:30: Sunday school
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!
straight from the high waist and one chooses to have them. A little Red Cross Drug Co.
TTniv Communion and pation.
n.AK. AJ
J J , - - - "'
3.1J

PULPIT

FADS AND
FASHIONS.

Choir Loft
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Delivered to Subscribers
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o
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o

A reduction of more than 20 per cent on former rates.
At this price THE REPUBLICAN is the cheapest and
best paper published in Denver.
Neither money nor labor will be spared to make THE
REPUBLICAN, as it has always been in the past, the bes
and most reliable paper in the West.
THE REPUBLICAN'S news service has no equal. The
Associated Press, supplemented by the splendid New York
Herald news service, gives our readers Jevery morning all
the news gathered from every part of the world.
The ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY MAGAZINE section
of THE REPUBLICAN contains stories by the leading authors and humorists of the day and many pages of photographs of great interest.

SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY
Please fill out and forward this blank.
THE REPUBLICAN PUBLISHING

CO.. Denver, Colo.,

Send to my address until I order it discontinued,
VER RFPUBLICAN, Daily and Sunday.

THE

DEN-

Name
.

'

Address

SIXTY- CENTS A MONTH

o

-

O
O

O
O
O

O

O
O
O
O

o
o

o
o
o
o
ao
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

OOOOOOOOOOOO 00 oooooooooooo
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2,000

Retail Prices:--

Ibt, or more, each delivery,

20o

per 100 lbs.

each delivery, 25c per 110 Ibt.
f 1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs.,
200 Ibt., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibt.
50 Ibt., to 200 Ibt, each delivery 40c per 100 Ibt.
Lest than SO Ibt., each delivery, 50c per 100 Ibt.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters. Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity ud
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office 71
Douglas Avenue.

t.
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NewOri ion Sets

a
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LOCAL NEWS
No long waits at Nolette's barber
I i
shop.
v.
Old Crow sold over

RED

Taney
Kentucky Blue firass
f
f

the bar at Long's

YELLOW
WHITE

Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and fancy gowns. 1017 Tilden. Telephone
Main 357.
The usual men's meeting at the Y.
M. C. A. will not he held tomorrow
afternoon.

i5c Per Quart at

ment

Seed

Price will be advanced to 35c within a
week Buy now Phone Main No. 379

tmM )

Extra
ciotnes
for Boys

LUpWIG Wn. ILFELD,
JAP COOK ROBBED

The city is relieving temporarily

dollars in cash and two
Forty-flvthe lack of crossings on several of
Automobile, carriage and sign the streets by filling in with layers gold watches were stolen Thursday
painting by a practical painter. 429 of cinders. This has made walking evening from th apartment of a Jai
Grand avenue.
much more comfortable for those who unes employe of the Castaneda Ijo
use the streets on which there are no tel. The theft waa discovered by ihe
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harbision are crossings. It is explained that the Jap' upon going to his rooms, wni :h
celebrating the arrival of a
lack of crossings la due to the negli- are located In the old frame buildup
baiby boy, born to Mrs. Harbison.
gence of property owners to start a formerly occupied by the Harvey
movement for the building of these housebefore the erection of the presJose L. Galindre of Las Vegaa has necessary improvements. The
city ent hotel. Entrance had been gained
applied for a bounty of $2 on the Bkln has a standing agreement to pay one- - by th thief prying a staple out of the
of a coyote which he killed recently. half the construction cost of all cross woodwork of the door.
The Jap Is employed as second
walks while the property owners are
Senator Owen of Oklahoma would required to pay the other half. In th cook and goes by th name of
bo the most popular visitor that ever localities where no cross walks ex- - George. His wife, a Polak girl to
came to New Mexico If he should land 8ist It Is because th
property own- whom he waa married last summer,
here today perhaps.
ers have not taken th necessary steps also Is employed in th hotel. The
two were about their work Thursday
toward having them built.
Secretary George Fltzsimmona of
evening, leaving their apartments, as
the Y. M. C. A. has been obliged to
Monday the district court for Union they supposed, securely locked. One
give up his duties and go to bed be- county will begin Its work for the of the watches was the property of
cause of an attack of grip.
March term. Judge Clarence J. Rob the Jap and the other 'belonged to his
erta will preside and District Attorney wlfe. The matter was reported to the
The Woodmen Circle will hold its O. T. Toombs will have
charge of the railway police officers, who have not
regular meeting next Wednesday eve prosecution.
W. E. Gortner, court succeed In Keating the stolen
ning at which time the quilt being stenographer and John Joerns, clerk
contested for will be awarded.
of the court, will be present in official
AN ILLUSTRATED LECTURE
capacities during the entire term. SevMr. and Mrs. R. Prentice are occu eral Las
J. H. McDuffee, of Denver, will deVegr.s lawyers who are conpying the home of Mr. and Mrs. Chas, noted with cases to be tried at this liver an illustrated lecture on "AdDanziger during the protracted visit term will be present. The criminal vertising" at the Commercial club
of Mrs. Danziger in St. Louis and docket is not a
particularly long Monday evening. Mr. McDuffee has
Memphis, Tenn.
on this term.. Although there are a delivered his lecture before the Denconsiderable number of cases to be ver Chamber of Commerce, the Ad
Chicken dinner and lemon ice at tried these are not for the more se- Script club of Denver, the Colorado
White Kitchen Sunday, 25c.
rious crimes but one murder case be- Springs Associated Civic bodies and
He
ing on the docket. The term Is ex- other commercial organizations.
e

IE

STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
Phone Main

103 or Main 194

T im o t h y H a y
White Cleaned
..OatS-Bra- n,

.

Corn, Corn Chops
AND- -

"OUR

(S)

Bonifacio Mares, member of the
pected to consume about a month.
board of trustees of the town of Las
Vegas, is seriously 111 with an attack
City Clerk Charles Tamme today
of dropsy. Mr. Mares is proprietor announced that he
would receive Anof a meat market on the Plaza.
al orders for trees from Las Vegans
deslHng them, between now and MonThe Santa Fe today put a gang of
day. On the latter day he expects
men at work cleaning out the deep to
place an order for a carload of
gutter running In front of the Costa-end- a shade and ornamental trees which
hotel The ditch was clogged up will be sold to the people of this
by accumulations of leaves and trash. city at actual cost. This ife an opporto beau
tunity for resident owne-jen- Charles Ilfeld baa written friends tify their premises
and mu
hero that he la greatly enjoying his Ihejice h value of the city at a minivisit to California. During his long mum of cost. Mr. Tamme can be
residence In the southwest this Is reached either at his office In the
Mr. Ilfeld's first visit to the Pacific city hall or at his residence on north
coast
Sixth street.

Las Vegas Roller Mifls
Phone Main

()

131

ESTABLISHED 1876

s

The(

First National Bank

Distr'ct Attorney Ward today an
nounced that on March 15 he would
begin the sale of property upon which
the taxes for 1909 are delinquent.
This sale will continue uninterrupted
for the sixty days following the date
of beginning.

"Prayer Day" for the cause of tem
perance will be observed tomorrow
throughout the world by the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union.
The
day is set apart for prayer for the
cause of temperance and people of
all nationalities join In Its observ
ance. Services in harmony with the
Five candidates will be Initiated in spirit of the day will be held tomor
to the local lodge of the Fraternal row In the First Baptist church both
Brotherhood Monday evening. Fol- morning and evening. Everybody In
lowing the initiation refreshments terested in the cause of temperance
will be served and an informal recep- Is invited to he present.
tion will be given for the new memBert Jones, who served as chief
bers of the order.
clerk to th Santa Fe division superin
Miss Georgia Ackerman found the tendent here for some time, hae gone
missepelled word In the Graaf Dry to La Junta where he will be employGoods store ad In last night's Optic ed under General Superintendent J.
and received the prize offered, 50 M. Kuni. Mr. Jones formerly worked
cents in trade. The word was craven-nett- for Mr. Kum before th lattars proit being spelled In the ad with motion several months aeo. Mrs.
Jones and baby will go in a few days
an 1 instead of an e. '
to La Junta to Join her husband.

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building.
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

The Logical Place to Buy

e,

Kentucky Blue Grass Seed
Package Seeds of All Kinds

SPRING IS HERE

Perry Onion & Son
Store Phone Main 462,

Kanoh Phone 276.

nAWPiiv nnnnc
torthe
goto
BEST
OF UllUll.
UUUJLiJ THE

And 'also the time to
do your gardening. We
have a large variety
in both
:-

-:

:-

-:

JL

Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store
BREAD of all kinds
Rolls, Pan

Cinamon
Crescent
Poppy Seed
CAKES, Layer
Angel Food

Flower and
Vegetable Seeds
And will give your

or-

der the most careful
attention
::
:-

Gold, Loaf

Your
Wool Blankets
Laundered Nicely

Suits in dark or
light shades with
one or two pairs of
m

"

-:

Wine, Raisen

,

We Always Have the Best of Everything Eatable at

Graaf 6? Hay ward Co. Store

1.1

STEARNS
GROCER.

They are washed in pure,
soft water and only specially
prepared woolen soap is used
to clean them.
This process makes them as
clean and sweet as when new,
it does not shrink them nor
run th colors in the border.
W dry them in a gernt proof
room and finish them so the
nap Is made as long and soft
aa when new.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

It was announced today that the
game for the chamDionsMn of the
city between the Normal and the
High school likely will be played
Thursday evening of next week at
th armory.
John "W. eickelsmlth.
Greensboro.
Pa., has three children, and Ilk most
children they frequently take cold.
"We have tried several kinds of cough
medicine," he says, "but have never
found any yet that did them as much
good as Chamberlain's Cough Remedy." For sal by all druggists.

When you have rheumatism in your
foot or instep apply Chamberlain's
Liniment and you will get quick relief. It costs but a quarter.
Why
Suffer? For sale by all druggists. ,

v
N

We will be
to show you.

GREENBERGER
"A-

mm

-

Square Deal"

"UCCHSeil

A0ENT9

rotr;

IIQOSIER IUTCIIEI1 CABIKETS

We Sold Three
Hoosiers Last
Week to Wise

Wives
A Dollar a Week

Will

Put One In Your Home

i.ri

The I lousier
Special Saves Miles of Steps
for Tired Feet.
1-

J. C. Johnsen &

-

(S van

Son.

W&(Ds3

SCREENED
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.
'
.y 1

cSL LUMP
Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

D. 17. GO NOON

Foot of Main Si. ""

Phono Main 2 1

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn

22j7,.-

Phone Main 81.

-

.sr

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Goods Called for and Delivered

BULK

All

Work Guaranteed Satisfactory

..

Repair Work a Specialty

st

Tony Faust Budwelser beer is
on tap at the Opera ha and is one
of? the finest draft beers served over
""
any bar In the city.

COOKIES, Sugar

Ginger, Cocoanut
s
Cup, Fruit
Macaroons
Kisses, Pies

Th E. Romero Hose and Fire com
pany held its regular monthly busi
ness meeting last evening in its sta
tion house on Bridge street. Follow
ing th transaction of business re
freshments were served and an in
formal social gab-fewas enjoyed by
the fire laddies.

They are laundered perfectly
by our careful, scientific method.

pan is.

Ederheimer, Stein & Co.
MAKERS'

'

OF

Onion Sets,
Bulk Sweet Pea Seed,

has fifty steroptlcon slides which he
"uses In the course of his remarks.
Th lecture is to be the chief feature
of a smoker at the club to which
every man in Las Vegas Is invited. Mr.
McDuffee is well known here and is
a very, interesting talker.

of our exten-

sive spring purchase
of

!

30c a POUND

Euffet
.The White Kitchen open all night.
Hot chile and short orders.

8

have just received a large shipVVe

Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

QUEEN
OLIVES
30c Per Pint

YOU BEG
The buyer to take your article or property when you have but one
bidder, and. even then you sell at, a lower price than you had expected to get
y "
Get many bidders who are anxious to buy what you have to sell
get bidders into line waiting their turn, and you will get full value
for the thing you offer to sell and you will get a quick sale as well

A- T-

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

The Optic Want Ad. when properly worded and put before the subscribers of The Optic daily, will bring customers to your door, to
buy what you advertise.
Advertise all miscellaneous items 'of every kind in The Optic
and you will be surprised to see how easily you can find
van immediate market and at such little cost Each Want Ad. is
an opportunity look for them in The Optic. Telephone your Want
Ads. to The Optic. PHONES MAIN 2.

